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WE GET THE NEWS FIRST

NUA VNTANET POWDER MILL EXPLOSION CONTINUES TO ADD TO ITS HORRORS
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of Explosion of
Powder Plant In Indiana
Is Becoming More Apparent Dally.
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li Kill's Vanished.

The bodies of those men who received the full shock of the force
vanished like swirls of mist, pieces
of human r!e.h were found three
miles distant from the mill site.
A
tremendous heat blast spread
woman.
One
from the explosion.
who was passing a hundred rods
from the mill al the time, fell under this blast, and when she was
puked up it was found that both
Many
eyes had been burned out.
were bijjded in a similar
others
way. Alost i f the bodies found were
Following the
burned to charcoal.
calamity were the usual distressful
scenes, with the usual widows and
the usual orphans.

Session Held
Early Today.

World's Record Late
This Afternoon.

MAJORITY

FOUR

Htlcjigo, Oct. 21. Stuyvesant Fish
eaTiy today recurcd the postponement

Illinois Central stockholders'
ii
ni. t'img until December 18. The
people agreed to the adjourn-iJrtt- ;although they previously had
anxious to push matters as
rt
'1C as possible.
The decision to
itj
imrn the meeting was the result
a
held nt 3 o'clock this
v
jring between William Nelson
q vmwell, for Harrlman,
and Judge
j., ii: Warrar for Fish.
This postponement will give the
a chance to determine the
eurt
fisrht to vote the
286,718
shares,
sainst which a temporary Injunction
Was issued last week.
H;.'.
I'lsh Has Vppcr Hand.
The proxy committee has nearly
finished its work. It is believed that
the total number of votes to be reported will not be far from 460,000.
tH these. Fish, according to excellent
authority.
controls about 250,000
and Harrlman 210,000.
Judge Warrar stated that Fish was
willing to grant the time requested
by certain stockholders until Dec. 18,
because he feels perfectly
assured
that the shares now held by the Pacific Interests will not be permitted
to vote, and that the ownership of
those shares by another corporation
under the laws of Illinois, will be declared void. He was willing to permit the other side to have all neces
sary time to secure the decl'ion of
the court, hence he asked for the
continuance.
Va a Surprise.
The request of Fish for a post
ponement touay was a matter of con
slderable surprise to both sides of the
controversy, as it had become so well
known that he controlled a majority
of the stock that a meeting waa ex
pected to be held this afternoon, at
which the elecetion could be held.
The proxies committee would have
completed Its work by 2 p. m., and
It was understood among the minor
stockholders up to a late hour last
night that there was no doubt that
Fish would dominate the election in
all respects. Ills actions in asking
that the election be continued until
December 18 struck many of his
friends n.i a decidedly unwise move.
May Trnnxfor KKK'k.
It was hinted to his attorney,
Judge Warrar, that Harrlman and
his friends might undertake to transfer the shares now held by Pacific interests as a corporation to some private Individual and thus avoid Fish's
Injunction which prevents them voting those shares, but Judge Warrar
stated that the matter had been attended to and any such attempt
would result In more court action
and trouble for the Harrlman Interests far in excess of any In which
they are now Involved.
The full text of the agreement between Fish and Harrlman, through
the attorneys, is not given out, but it
Is evident that it covers every point
of the difference, and that when the
factions meet on December 18, it will
be on the same ground that they now
stand, with the exception that the
Injunction against the voting of the
Pacific stock will be fully settled.
Har-rfcia-
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THE PRESIDENT

STRIKE

TODAY

Attorneys Will Court Holds That They Must Another Scare Quickly Sent Roosevelt Arrived by Water
A Carry Out Existing
Claim Prosecution Was
to Woods by Clearing
and Addressed Crowd
Contract.
Not Legally Conducted.
of 50.000.
House Today.

Standard's

';...!.

TWENTY-FIV-

UNION WILL NOT ISSUE
ALL STOCKS TOOK
WELL PLEASED WITH
POINTS
ORDER TO MEN NOW
IN MAIN CONTENTION
HIS CANEBRAKE HUNT
STRONG UPWARD RISE
E

Chicago, 111., Oct. 21. Plans for a
strenuous effort that will be made
by the attorneys for the Standard OH
company of Indiana,
to
have the
29,240,000 fine imposed by Judge
Landls, wiped out by the United
States circuit court of appeals, were
Twenty-fiv- e
yesterday.
disclosed
main points, each of which the attorneys will argue, is sutilclent to
have the record breaking line declared void, will be advanced when the
case comes to trial in January.
Among these points are that government failed to inform the defense
of the Alton immunity agreement;
that the Klkins act, under which the
conviction was secured, was unconstitutional; that as the Hepburn act
was passed before the indictments
were returned, the prosecution under the provisions of the Elklns law
was illegal.
Appeal Completed.
The Standard's attorneys
have
completed their appeal and are now
preparing for the big fight which i
Inevitable when the case Is called in
the upper court. The legal questions
will be submitted by brief, but it is
probable that oral arguments will
also be heard.
The Standard's appeal brief is one
of the largest in the history of the
court, and embraces a great number
of pages. In addition to the immunity and Elklns' law questions, it goes
Into the testimony, endeavoring to
show that error was made by the
presiding judge in permitting certain evidence to be introduced.
The great plea, however, will be
that the Standard Oil company of Indiana, the defendant in this case, has
a capital of only $1.0uo,00o, while
the line Imposed Is nearly thirty
times that amount, and an effort will
be made to have the fine set aside
as too great.
Judge Land is, however, found that this concern Is a
branch of the New Jersey company,
hence the big penalty he Imposed.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 21. A temporary injunction against inciting a
by the International Pressmen's union for an eight hour day
was made permanent toda iy United States Judge Thompson, who held
that such action on the part of the
union officers would be breaking a
valid contract.
According to the contract, the
pressmen were to have a nine hour
day until the expiration of this contract on January 1, 1909, when the
eight hour day waa to go into effect,
but the union demanded the immediate acceptance of the eight hour
day.
The court held that this demand
prior to the date agreed upon was
a violation of the contract, but said
the men as individuals, could not
be enjoined from striking.
No Strike Now.
It is unlikely that any strike will
be called now, as the union will have
no power, under the court's order,
to issue a call, without being guilty
of contempt,
and the Individuals
could accomplish little by striking.
The president of the local union
said today that he did not think the
proposed strike would be called, as
the union officials had no desire to
be In contempt of court.
The injunction was secured by the
employers with whom the union had
the contracts, and in their petltioi.
they stated that they would grant
the eight hour day on January 1,

strike

.New York, Oct. 21. A most favorable sentiment In business and banking circles, resultant from Saturday's
changes in various bank managements and promises of support made
by the clearing house association, received something of a retback today
when it became known that the debit
of the Mercantile National bank at
the clearing house was $1,900,000.
The debit balance of the National
Hank of North America was $850,-00These figures Indicated
that
heavy withdrawals from
the two
banks were being made and the totals were referred to by one member
of the clearing house as "unexpectedly large but not disconcerting."
Everything Brighter.
It was announced in a short time,
however, that the clearing house association would extend assistance to
the Mercantile and National Rank of
North America. Seth M. Milllken,
the newly elected president of the
Mercantile National, said today that,
counting out Heinze-Mors- e
loans, the
assets
of the .....-- ank are
.. .. ,
..........one.i dollar

Vicksburg, Miss, Oct. 21. President ltosevelt arrived at 1 p. m.
and his approach was heralded by
the blowing of the whistles of all
the craft on the river and of the factories in that vicinity. He landed
soon after noon and proceeded
to
the court house where he delivered
an addresw to a very large audience.
His trip will be continued this evening.

Vlckshiirg'g Welconio.
Excursion trains on all railroads
arrived here today with crowds of
visitors, who will join in Vlcksburg's
welcome to President Roosevelt this
afternoon. The streets are decorated with flags and bunting and everywhere large pictures of the president are in evidence.
The river
parade this evening will be the most
picturesque of its kind ever seen
here. The president will be driven
around the city and will visit the
national cemetery this afternoon.
Plea.-x- l
With Hunt.
The president stated that he was
well pleased with his hunt In the
ii
LouUlana canebacka and muo-.- t dls- i
"?eoftlegoorvda.uhe! IOJn8
to
""""""I
to
He declared
Stocks today opened strong and return
way
no
was
in
he
dlscomfltted
higher, all market leaders participat- that
by the few setbacks
his hunting
ing in the rise.
trip has received, because he knew
enough to expect that sort of thing.
He refused to describe the shooting
LONG STREET RAILWAY of the black bear.
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SUPREME COURT

AND

IWO SUBURBAN TRAINS

STRIKE MAY BE

COLLIDE

PACKERS'

IN CHICAGO

ENDED
CASE

International

Washington, 1). C, Oct. 21. The
supreme court of the United States
today took jurisdiction of the meat
ALLEGED PLOTTERS
packers' ease, wherein the Armour,
Swift, Morris and Cudahy packing
companies were fined $15,000 for acn
WELL KNOWN HERE cepting a preferential from the
railroad On shipments of meat
Mississippi
export
river
from
for
points to the Atlantic seaboard. A
San Francisco, Colo., Oct. 21. As motion for a writ of certiorari was
Anna Strundky,
settle- granted.
authoress.
ment worker and member of the art-iUohemian club of San Francisco,
Mrs. William English Walling, who
was arrested with her husband and Will FIK DATE EOR
sister, Hose, yesterday ut St. Petersburg, was wl.lely known in this city,
which she left last year to take up
the work of socialistic propaganda
in Europe.
Anna was born in Russia of Jewish parentage
ami was
educated at Stanford University.
Washington. Oct. 21. A for- - t
The ui rest at St. Petersburg was
mal call for a meeting of the
because of alleged association with
Republican national committee
the Finnish progressive society. The
to be held at Washington on
is working for their
consul
American
today.
Ieceniler 6. was
relea.-e- .
This meeting Is called to tlx the
time and place of holding the
COOL IIEAIS IMtF.Vl'.NT
next Republican national con- PANIC AT TIIKATiat.
ventlon.
Several cities are bidding for
St. Louis. Mo.. Oct. 21. During a 4
the honor of the next convention f
performance here last night at the
among
the principal ones being
Columbia theater tire broke out In
Denver, (.'hit ago, St. Louis and
the roof. The audience was requestCleveland, O. There is no cer- ed to pass out without delay, but to
tuinty as to which will secure
do so without disorder. The surpristhe big meeting but it is be- - 4
and the theater
ed people obeyed
lieved that Chicago will win out. t
was soon cleared.
On the outside
The convention will undoubtedly t
thiwe who had come out of the thebe held about July 4 next yesr.
ater saw firemen extinguishing the
I the latter a mining expert, who were
Ilur-llngto-

-t

Is.-u- ed

MMHtiiiliftill

President

of

Union In San Francisco

For That Purpose.
fcan Francisco, Cal., Oct. 21. W.
Maiieii, International president of
the Amalgamated
Association of
Street Railway Employes of America, arrived in San Francisco yesterday.
Although he would not talk
for publication last night except to
say that he was here to look over
the local situation, it was freely rumored In labor circles that his object
la to terminate the long drawn out
street car strike.
Mahen has been appealed to by
both sides, and especially by members of the union, to end the strike
and it Is believed that he will take
steps, with the consent of the local
union, to bring about a settlement,
whereby
the men can return to
work, and the rioting which has been
a feature of this strike, be stopped.
Mahen has freely expressed himself on the subject of rioting, It being his principle that a man guilty
of rioting should oe expelled from
the union. Jtist what his course in
disposing of the tangle here will be,
is not known and will probably not
be announced for several days.
D.

Chicago. 111., Oct. 21. Harry Larson, fireman, was killed and 10 other persons were injured In a head-o- n
collision between two suburban
passenger trains on the Chicago &
Northwestern railroad near Orand
avenue, this city, yesterday. Walter
Cushing, engineer of the northbound
train, was arrested and Is being held
pending an investigation of the accident.
The train crews tell conflicting
stories of the cause of the wreck,
each engineer asserting that he had
the right of way. Comparatively few
passengers were hurt, and most of
the Injuries consisted of cuts and
bruises.
NEW SUPERINTENDENT
OF TRANSPORTATION

tin tttit

4

4
4
4
4
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Silver Make llig Advance.
London, Oct. 21. Silver market
today advanced
d to 2V4 d per 4
on behalf of 4
ounce on buying oidt-rIndian bazaars.
s

NATIONS

ARE

INWDINLIST

OF VOTES

otr-t-

THE

AT

Postponement Will Permit the Germany Will be First to Start
With United States. France and
Court to Pass on Injunction Restraining Harrlman From
England Following With Five
'
Minute Intervals
Pr Voting Shares Held by
;
Pacific Interests.
Between.

Bodies Were Blown Completely
Out of Existence and Tales
of Suffering are Heard In
Every Direction-Miraculo- us
Escapes.
Ind.. Oct. 21. Still a
Fontanel,
mass of emoklns ruins, the great
mills of the Dupont Powder company lie amid the shattered trees
what was
and houses surroundingpeaceful
counonce one of the moat
Fontanet,
In
try regions In Indiana. is almost
as
a mile away, the scene
desolate, though a number of the
been
here have
Wrecked houses
made habitable and communication
with the
restored
again
been
has
may never
outer world. Fontanet
explosion.
recover from this
Dante's Inferno Is a faint effort
compared to the horrors which one
and
can see by a visit to Fontanet great
the ago.
the entire valley ,in whichweek
a
stoffd
powder mills
Sights which even today, when most
of the grim horror of blood stains
have
and particle of mangled flesh
been removed, are too much ror
even the strongest nerves.were snuffed
More than forty lives
out when the great mills exploded
an hour
followed three quarters of magazine.
powder
later by the vast
great to
too
is
The property damage
be estimated.
Over 1,000,000 rounds of Powder.
Over 1,000.000 pounds of giant
powder, or the unmixed Ingredients
.together with 10.-0if that explosive dynam
tne
te-- were
pounds of
means which caused the disaster.
.powder
The greater part of this
soma
was utored In the magazine,a great
distance from the. plant, but
amount was In the mills.
How It JlaMK'iicd.
the disLouis Mack, a survivor of days
he
aster, says that for several
and others about the mills, including
knew that a
the superintendent,
in the glazing
Journal on a machine
working
Just right,
room . was. not i . v, .. UaA
- warned
tnat ne aim yi...
and superintendent
of the imperfec-.- "
t
Hlpial
failed to shut
v... .hot
tio
properly ffPa'r
to
plant
the
down
,.
u mil together
j
his wife and
of his employes andpenalty.
sister, he paid the
spark of nre
a
saw
A workman
a keg of
hiss from this Journal Into
He
powder in the glazing room.
the
grasped at it. but a second later
flame,
purple
a
with
filled
room was
one the big buildand then one by blew
up.
ings of the plant
Terrlblo Heat.
and
Out of the terrible explosions
the
bearing
heat staggered men
and broken combodies of maimed way
many reached
rades, and in this
comparative safety, though the emthree exwith
plant,
ployes of the
ceptions, these three having been a.
'badly hurt.
outside work, were all burning
powThe heat from the
intense, and
was
buildings
der and
despite the efforts of the town people, many of whom ran to the mill
nothing could be
after the explosion,place.
done to save the
Maimine lld tlie Damage. first
Forty-riv- e
minutes after the
explosion, the ibig magazine with its
million pounds of dynamite and giant
the
from
powder, some distance
great
mills exploded because of the
many
of
heat. This explosion killed
come from
the rescuers who had
Four train
Fontanet and on the Big
It also ruined
from Terre Haute.
every house in Fontanet and for
many miles around.
The Awful Results.
Forty were dead hideously killEight hundred were in suffered
ing and distress. A town had been
razed. A baby in Its crib six miles
away from the scene of this disaster
died under the falling timbers of its
home.
A Quarter of a mile away the
Duhome of Supt. Monohan, of theshock,
pont mill, caved under the
Includpeople.
took tire, and seven
her
ing the superintendent, his wife,
sister, a little child and a traveling
man named Hellun perished in the
Mames.
Three school houses within a
s.
of five miles tumbled like
There were 0 pupils in one
of these school houses, all of whom
were injured, but miraculously not
a.s killed.
one
The walls fell out
and the roof surged down, but the
warning had come In time and the
children fell under their stout oak
desks and were saved from being
crushed under tne timbers.
The bell in the tower, crashing
down, slruck the desk of the teacher,
Miss Susan Bishop. She was badly
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DISASTER
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FIsluSecured Passage of a Nine Mammoth
Airships
Motion to That Effect
Will Start to Break the

,
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renter Coloraco, October 2 1. Fair
tonight mil Tuesday except for rain and
cilder li ibi eitremt cast and south portion of the territory tonigi; warmer ToestJay.
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Topeka, Kan. Oct. 21.
Lehman, of Chicago, chief clerk
to Second Vice President Ken- drlck of the Santa Fe, has been
superintendent
appointed
of
transportation of the Santa Fe
railway with headquarters
in
Chicago.
Ma. Lehman has been an em- ploye of the Santa Fe for a
number of years and rose to his
present position by means of
hard work and attention to all
opportunities that came his way.
He will succeed to an office that
has been vacant for some time
and controlled by another de- partment.

4
4
4

4
4
4

4

4
4
4
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St. Louis, .Mo., Oct 21. With a
brilliant autumn day and snappy
racing currents In the blue depths
of the sky, nine mammoth balloons,
representing four of the great nations of world will start this afternoon on a journey which should add
an Important chapter to the history
of aerial navigation.
The contest Is
officially known as "the second international aeronatlc cup contest'' and
the prise, a massive silver trophy
and $2,000 in cash, will 'be awarded
the pilot whom skill and daring
lands his car fartherest from the
starting point.
Start Up at 4 P. M.
Aeronautic interest centers chiefly
on the international balloon race. According to the announcement of the
Aero club, the first 'balloon, the Pom-mern,
will toe sent up at 4 p. m. and
others will follow at not less than
five minute Intervals.
The (balloons
entered in the race, their pilot and
the companion who will accompany
each pilot, the country represented,
and the cubic feet of gas capacity of
each balloon are as follows, given in
the order in which" they will start:
The ContcHtaiits.
Pommern, Oermany; Oscar Erbs-loe- h,
A. Lawrence; 77,000.
United tSates, America; Major H.
B. Hersey, A. T. Arthur; 75,250.
XIsle de France, France; Alfred
L Blanc, B .W. Mix; 77,000.
Duesseldorf,
Germany;
Captain
Hugo von Abercron, H. Heldemann;
77,000V
Lotus 11, England; O. Brewer, La
75,600.
Brabaion;
- America,
America; J. C. McCoy,
Captain De F. Chandler; 77,000.
Anjou, France;
Kene Gasnlar,
Charles Levee; 79,600.
Abercron, Oermany; Paul Meckel;
Herr Polantz, 60,000.
St. Louis, America; Alan R. Haw-le- y,
August Post; 77.000.
Other Kvpiils.
All the details of the race are In
charge of a commission appointed by
the Aero club of America.
Next in Importance In the features
of the program, is the competition by
aerial vehicles of every kind, which,
are divided Into classes as follows:
First Dirigible airships which are
lighter than air, being made so that
the bag or envelope contains a gas
lighter than air.
Kecond Machines
heavier
than
air, which are designed to toe lifted
from the ground and propelled Iby
the pressure of planes or extensive
surfaces of some light or material
against the air.
.

BOULDER

PRISONERS
T STAND

TRIAL

Boulder, Colo., Oct. 21. The motion for a change of venue in the
case of Heeve and Kiser, accused of
murder, was argued in the district
court this morning. The motion was
heard on the allegation of the defendants that they could not get a
fair trial here because of the alleged
prejudice. About 10 affidavits were
JURY EKONERATES BOY
presented on behalf of the defend
ants and some 50 on behalf of the
prosecution.
Judge Gamble overruled the moWHO KILLED HIS MOTHER tion,
holding that a fair trial could
be had here. The date of trial has
fixed.
not
been
fliv in. Oct 21. lA cor
v.iiiii.
Heeve and Klser are accused of
jury
exonerated
today
here
oner's
setting the C. and S. depot at Bould(ieorge smiley, tne noy wno eariy er afire, and causing the deaths of
Tuesday shot and killed his mother, three people.
frShulfer, in defending her
Mr. Lizzie Allftpk
nt ft hlirfflAr. LeO
from ihn
Shulfer, the second husband of the STATE DEPARTMENT
woman, took the stand and deniea
that ho and his wft'e had had any
Shulfer arrived here late
trouble.
INTERESTED IN CASE
lnat niisht fnim M in neA.noils. He had
been under suspicion and immediate
ly surrendered.
After Delng questioned he w as released.
Washington. D. C. Oct. 21. Sec
retary Hoot cabled to Schuyler, In
charge
of the American embassy at
COLORADO WINS
St. Petersburg, regarding the case of
William Knglish VVulllng. the American, today, who was arrested there
OLD KASNAS CASE yesterday with members of his fam
ily for association with the Finnish
piogressive pariy. l ne secretary
Washington, D. C. Oct. 21. The message contained instructions to act
supreme court of the United States for the relief of the persons arrested
today declined to allow the Kansas so far as seemed proper.
vs. Colorado case to be
by denying a petition for a rehearing,
submitted by Kansas. The case, FARMERS
ADOPT
which was an attempt on the part
of Kansas to prevent Colorado from
using for Irrigation the waters of
the Arkansas river, was decided by
the supremo court lust spring In favor of Colorado.
Oklahoma City. Okla.. Oct. 21.
The first work of the Farmers' NaWOiiU.K i:itTiiorKR
SHOCK JS KKCOKDFD tional congress today was the adopWashington, D. C, Oct. 21. The tion of resolutions favoring reciprocweather bureau today announced ity with foreign nations, thereby enan larging the market for American
that Its instruments registered
earthquake beginning at 11 o'clock products, the initiative and referenlasting
early
this dum, prohibition of dealing In fuuntil
last night and
morning, and Its origin may be at a tures in agricultural products. Imof all waterways and
point west of Australia in the south- provement
ern Indian, ocean. It is bellevej to good roads. They oppose indlscriiul-at- e
by
intensity
seed
free
distribution
of
been
considerable
have
at its origin.
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Santa Fe Official Talks In New Superintendent Has
rived to Take Charge
Pessimistic Vein Conof Division.
cerning Affairs.

MONDAY.
(

Should Remind You
That You Need a

8

Coal or Wood

A bath in a cold room is a

"shivery" operation and is extremely
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
above all should be kept warm.
This is easy and the bath is a
comfort if you have a

ERFECTIOM
Oil withHeater

OCTOBER 21, 10T.

Gold Weather

For a Warm
Bath Room

-

Ar-

CITIZEN.

r ooooooooooooo

to sell. He wired to Atlanta to know
what It wis worth. Pretty soon he
whs di'lueeil with replies. It Is report
ed thiit he was offered us high as
$200,000 for one shure. It is under
stood that brokers have had out
men looking for these lost shnres ror
a long time, and the fellow who finds
thHt he has any of them In his trunk
Is going to wake up rich. It is un- erstood.
Nearly 100 men have been laid off
t the Southern
I'aiillc round nouse
Tucson. Ariz., and the working
d.iv of the remainder reduced from
0 to 9 hours.
The reduction Is not
xpected to continue long, but it Is
believed that a lull force win soon
be put to work.
A force of ISO men Is at work con- tructing the new round house for
morinern
the Globe. Gila. Valley
railroad at Globe, Ariz. The foundaF.x- tion work hiis been completed.
tenslve yards will also be construct
ed there.
to
stenogmpher
A. J. Tielaney.
Artlna- Chief Clerk K. H. Kllpatriek,
t San Marelal, left yesterday for
Denver and Chicago for a two weeks'
acatlon. During his absence he will
e relieved by C. A. Pells.
a
Ven- A night clerkship In Agent
lll's oflice at S;in Marcial Is now
of
filled by George Yost, formerly
MemphI", Tenn., son of G. W. R.
Yost, of the dispatcher's office.
Chief Dispatcher J. P. Finan and
wife and child, ot San Marcial, are
In Favwood Hot Springs, where he
will leave his family for a time for
the benefit of Mrs. Flnan's health.
7-- R. Stocker. until a couple of
weeks ago In the division superln- endant s oflice, Is now In the general
office of the Santa Fe at Topeka.
m
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HEATER
We have a Fine Assortment
Heaters bought in car lots.
Prices and quality defy competition.
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SUPERIOR
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Cheap for Cash or on Pay"We Set 'em Up.
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AIR TIGHT.

VY.

V. FUTRELLE, Mbuauerqoe, N. M.

Smokeless Device)
(Equipped
It may lc carried from any oilier room to the balh room, which
it will heat while you are preparing for the bath. Impossible
to turn it too high or too low. The most economical heater
intense heat lor 9 hours with,
you can buy

V
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Clg Sales of Wool and Mut-

Now being closed out for cash at a reductl on or Zb
p
p
p
to 75 per cent from regular prices

ton Occupy Their
Attention,
George Keeline of Wyoming, who
is converting his range from a cattle
to a sheep run, went to Chicago the
late
other day with a big airing of were
lambs with a mutton top which
sold to feeders at $8.85 to $7.10. The
Wood Livestock company of Idaho
also had on an Initial run of lambs
which sold at $7.60 to $7.65 which
Id certainly good money.
Ill Sahw.
Big sales of Wyoming wool were
made last week In Boston at twenty-thre- e
cents for line
to twenty-fou- r
to
and fine medium and twenty-si- x
twenty-seve- n
for medium In the
rrease. The scoured basts of these
transactions was largely seventy-tw- o
to seventy-thre- e
cents for fine staple,
although In exceptional cases It ran
up to seventy-si- x
cents.
Tie Branched Out.
A foothill farmer who thought to
branch out a trifle took up with a
few stieep a year ago. He bought
forty head which sheared ten pounds
of wool last spring and brought $1.80
each, ilils flock has increased this
season by thirty-si- x
head.
He is
selling his wethers to the local butch-er- s
for $6 and his February lambs
commanded a still better price for
mutton. The profits do not stop here.
They excel as weed
exterminators.
They easily do this in a short time
and do it more effectively than a six
horse team and a disc harrow. The
sheep require a small amount of feed
In the winter and their cost of keeping is nominal when the profits are
taken Into consideration.
Fixing Wool Values.
Wools are most frequently quoted
on the markets according to their
clean or their scoured value, even
though they are not scoured. This
la because the basis of all wool values
Is its scoured condition.
The value
of the clean pound of a given clip
grease
fixes its
value, depending upon how much it. will Ahrlnk In scouring and how it will develop in sorting. The wool only is worth something, the grease and dirt must be
extracted,
and this percentage of
loss, varying greatly according to the
condition of the wool, which gives
rise to so many estimates and guesses, makes the real value of the clip
a matter of much uncertainty and
speculation. Its accurate value cannot be ascertained unless it be sorted and scoured. Then and then only
is it reduced by a mechanical and
mathematical process to a basis of
exact value.
Stranjre Cause of Death.
Theodore Tregonlng of Laramie,
Wyoming, who owns a large band of
eheep which have been ranging in
the 'Medicine Bow mountains during
the summer, started to Rock River a
few days ago with a bunch which'
was expected to All seven double-dec- k
cars for shipment to market.
One morning, when the eheep moved
early, a heavy dew had fallen on
the greasewood growing on the
range.
The sheep ate heartily of
this and before the day was done
about 500 of them died. The sheep
began to froth at the mouth, their
stomachs swelled and death came
suddenly, no doubt from aneurism of
the heart. The bureau of animal
industry made a post mortem diagnosis but was unable to return a
comprehensive report.
From microscopic examination and the condition of the spinal cord it was surmised that death was due to the absorption of some toxic principle as
ptomaine from the Intestines which
circulated in the blood, although no
poison was found in the stomach.
The active healthy condition of the
brain showed conclusively that death
was the result of a sudden and acute

115 South
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first St.

attack and could not have come
from the slow inroads of the grub.
Cot of Wintering.
Few sheepmen realize what it costs
on' the
In pounds to winter sheep
range even In a fairly good winter.
A fat sheep In the fall will weigh
from eighteen to twenty pounds less
In the spring when run on the open
range. On the same principal, there
are cattlemen, who by feeding their
steers winters are getting about the
same weight out of their year old
steers than they used to secure from
steers on range
their
straight.
Then too, there Is the
chance for winter selling, which
sometimes is much better than a
summer price and above all is the
lack of worry and the satisfaction of
knowing that you will come out with
profit in the spring. There are many
places along the western Btreams
where a pumping plant to irrigate
say one hundred acres can be installed for from $500 to $1,000 and the
profit from one crop would pay for
the whole plant. One hundred acres
of good stand alfalfa would winter
per
4,000 eheep while a twenty-fiv- e
cent loss would pay for the entire
Alfalfa en dry land
investment.
could be .handled by a great many
sheepmen t) a good advantage by
plowing one season ahead and working the hcII after each wet spell. The
second year the seed bed will be all
right for alfalfa. O". course on this
land only one crop could be assured but In favorable seasons two crops
might be taken off for this kind of
alfalfa growing.
Afflicted With Sore Eros for S3 Years
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
years. Thirteen years
for thirty-thre- e
ago I became totally blind and was
blind for six years. My eyes were
's
badly Inflamed. One of my
Salve and gave me half a
box of it. To my surprise it healed
my eyes and my sight came back.
bors insisted upon my trying Cham-C. Earls, Cynthiana, Ky. Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all druggists.
four-year-o- ld

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

GEN. BOOTH'S GREATEST PLAN

Salvation Army's Commander, on His
Last Visit to America, Tells of His
Idea and Its Benefits.

.x.syiii
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J. M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.
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JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
Established 1888
Incorporated 1903

219 West Gold

Fire Insurance

Agenta tor the best firm
Intarancm companies.
ua thm amount you
want on your rasldonao
and household goods. It
la dangeroua to dalay.
Tel-ephon-

Wj$fMA
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Gon. Wni. Booth ax lio looks today.

Mi

300-ac-

When ordering beer, ask
for Pabst Blue Ribbon.

at Milwaukee

.And Bottled only at the Brewery

;
"

Kruest Meyers & Co.,
no ti lis West suvir Ave., ,
AlbU.(Urr .U'
I

FOR RENT.

Houses

CANAL

REPORT

INTERESTS I'XIOXS.
President Itooscvolfs OrtliT of a Unl- vcinuI IHglit Hour Bay 1.1 a
Washington, D. C, Oct. 21. The
official report
of Mlas Gertrude
Beeks. necretary of the welfare department of the National Civic federation to Secretary of War Taft, re-

cently made public, showing the result of her thorough investigation of
conditions of the Isthmus of Panama, has proven of more than passing
Interest to organized
labor.
Miss
Beeks' report, wherein it Is shown
that there is no general discrimination against unions.
Is gratifying;
but her opinion that there is a strong
n
sentiment among the om-- j
cials, and an unwillingness to treat
with labor union committees which
has caused so much friction and dissatisfaction, is no surprise.
The fact that President Roosevelt
has ordered the universal eight-hou- r
day la looked upon as long delayed
Justice and a eignal victory for the
organized labor movement.

j

'

IR

BETTKH HOAIS
GRANT COUNTY PEOPLE.
SuliwTiptioii Being Taken to Aid
County t'onimlssioiuTu to
ter llucllilles.
Silver City, N. M.. Oct. 21. Quite
a large sum of money has been raised among the business men of Silver City and the county commissiono
ers to construct a road from the
river up through Copper canyon and thereby shorten the distance
between this city and the upper Gila
from 65 miles to about 40.
At the present time It is necessary
for residents of the upper Gila and
Black Range sections to drive around
by Georgetown and In by Kierro,
which is almost a half circle. The
new road will be almost a direct
route and go by the way of Pinos
ng

)

Pa-peh-

For rent in different

parts of city.

ed

stract books that Is up to
date, Prices reasonable.

FOH SALE.

S2S50- -

Call

at- -

FOR SALE.
Railroad frontage property. West side of Santa F
track, 76x200 feet on corner.
Very deainble f coal jsrds,
or other business requiring
side tracks, close In.

story brick residence

S28O0

FOR SALE.
lote with two
brick business houses. Oood
investment, with certainty of
speedy advance in value.

$6000

office

S

$1800
1

O0X3X3X3X)00X30O0O0

AMERICAN

MINING

Nov.

11,

0XD000OOfX)OfXJX0O

BARNETT, Prop'.
0eaeeeoe00eeaaeia1aieieia0

JOSEPH

120

West Railroad

Aventte

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
''''MesssssMWsssMssssssB

9AMPLK A NO

CLUB ROOM

W. O. PATTERSON
Lriv-esr-811-31- 3

Joplin, Mo.

FOR 8ALE.
cottage,
Modern
lota, close In.. Easy

The St. Elmo

CONGRESS

and Boarding 8tablea

y

West Silver Avrane.

ALucgUKRQXE. NEW MEXICO.

Telephone

to 17, 1907

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
RATE

--

:

$3835

To Joplin and Return
Date of Sale

Nov. 8, 9, and 10

SUCCESS
THEY

I

$.Y NOTHING $UOCEEI$ LIKE tVVCEt.

$crro$E nu$ i$

true, bct in order to

HAVE $OME $UOCE$$
IT

1$ MXTB$$ARY

WITH WHICH TO
D
TO ILVE $OME OTHER
$CC-CEE-

THINGS.

Return Limit Nov. 20

ONE OP THESE 1$ BRAINS, AND AN.
OTHER 1$ SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FCR-M$- H
IIRAIN$ IN $ET$, HUT A PERCSAL OF
OCR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONE$ YOC

T. E. PURDY, Agent

HAVE, AND AN

Altos.

Quinsy Sprains and SuclUnga Cared.
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen so I could hardly breathe. I
applied Chamberlain's
Pain
Balm
and it gave me relief in a short time.
In two days I was all right," aays
Mrs. L. Cousins, Otterburn,
Mich.
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
Pain Balm is a linirelieve backache, weak kidneys, and Chamberlain's
Is especially valuable for
ment
and
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold sprains and swellings. For sale by
by J H. O'R'tliy.
all druggists.
o
o
Sphscrtbe for The Citizen and ge
Subscribe for Ttm CTUneo and get
the news.
the new.

--

with large grounds of finest
garden land. Barn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
trees. Within thre blocks of
street railway.

for list.

:
PANAMA

anti-unio-

Made by Pabst

f

"Perhaps the chief cause Is the
absence In our educational and religious system of the innoculation
and Insistence upon a definite ami
useful purpose In life. Hence many
women geek recreation
and "tonics" the intangile something which
they can only find in a noble life
work.
"They convert innocent games Into gambling, abuse social pleasures
and form unwomanly habits.
"Iok ut the women of the Salvation army. They are the happiest in
the world, because they live for a
purpose.
"in my University of Humanity I
shall tearh religion freed
from
dogma and instill faith into students
alevl-ate
power
give
to
will
them
that
the sufferings of mankind, and
teach the vain seekers the life that
is good to live."

re

Fart.

n.

iSy&

ing.

al

Malt that is matured by a special
made from Pabst Eight-Da- y
process which follows Nature closely and retains in the malt all
of the wholesome, healthful food properties of the barley-graiThe Pabst Perfect Brewing Process transmits these qualities, together with the invigorating properties of the choicest
hops, to Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer in predigtsted form, ready for
immediate assimilation by the system.

:

bargain for this week
residence, modonly;
ern, in fourth ward. Nearly
new, S full lota, fine lawn
and shade, barn. Eicy payments. Location very
A

$3350

Ilootli, who will probably
succeed Gen. Booth.
"We shall provide them with supervision, direction and vehicles to
transfer their produce to market. I
am told that such a scheme is Utopian. We shall see.
" My third plank for solving the
problems of the oppressed
Is
an
over-se- a
colony. I hope to see this
materialize
in the highlands of
Rhodesia before I take my departure for the heavenly city. To the
end of making this dream a reality
the South African company has offered me 2,000,1100 acres for nothing. I am looking for capital to develop the colony plan.
" I cannot refrain from speaking
here on the terrible fact that drunkenness and other vices are on the
Increase among women, not In their
old forms, I admit, but equally degrading, demoralizing and damag-

n,

Good Beer
and Good Health

W$$

FOR SALE.

It

Bramw-cl- l

one bottle to completely cure me."
The safest and most reliable cough
cure and lung and throat healer ever
discovered. Guaranteed by all dealers. EOc and $100. Trial botU. tree,

s

tarn-Ish-

Price $25.00 Per Acre

WKST GOLD EVERY MORNLNG AT
5 O'CLOCK.

The Beer of Quality-i-

ABSTRACTS
Abstracts of title
on Bernalillo County propererty on short notice. The only sat of ab-

All under ditch, and sixty
acres under cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

o

Pabst BlueRibbon

LOANS
Hava negotiated loana
on Albuquerqua real
tate for the past 20 yaara,
without a single loaa to
loanar. Safety and satisfaction to both parties.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

JKrEZ. LEAVES Si I

Hard Time In Karons.
The old days of grasshoppers and
drouth are almost forgotten In the
prosperous Kansas of today; although a citizen of Codell,
Earl
Shamburg, has not yet forgotten a
hard time he encountered. He says:
"I was worn out and discouraged by
coughing night and day, and could
find no relief till I tried Dr. King's
New Discovery. It took less than

a

Telephone 10

In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

.

P.

STAGE TO

M. R. Summers, Secy.

1000 Acres of Valley Land

Chicago, Oct. 21. Seated at his
breakfast table, his patrlachal head
thrown back that his fine eyes,
glistening with enthusiasm,
might
look up and into the beyond, Gen.
o
Wm. Booth, founder of the Salvation army,, dictated
his "farewell
COKE! OOKE!
We now liandle good, clean coke. message to the American people."
The message dealt with what he
Alao Uie Crested Hutte Anthracite
called his "University of Humanity."
Coal.
Gen. Booth who Is now on his last
JOILV S. BEAVEN.
visit to Amerlra. rlnpa nnt hnnn tnr
the accomplishment of his "university" during his own life because he
is Hearing me ain milestone, but he
leaves the idea and its fulfilment to
the Salvation army, and the lenders
he has trained during half a ceutury
of work for the poor, the downcast
and the lost.
His Menage.
"In my campaign of the "University of Humanity"
I stand
on
a
three-plan- k
platform.
"The first is scientific emigration.
I take a man from a condition of
where he is in the
way, and transfer him to a place
where he is not only needed, but
clamored for. If there is no work
for him In the old country, I take
him to the new, and in a way that
benefits both countries.
My "second plank is home colonization.
There are 40 neat cottages
beinK erected on my
estate
In Kssex.
When the land Is prepared and stocked, I will put poor,
industrious families in possession of
five acres each.
They will come
First-Victhe class that left the soil for
e
Dr. Ashbsll Parmelee Grinnell,
President from
city
the
failed.
and
will have
society, states that the drinking of the chance to make They
New York Medico-Legan honest living
and eventually become propile-tor- s
good beer promotes health. The reason is simple.
of tbe land.

L.

n

UNIVERSITY OF HUMANITY" IS

'

15 Soutb First St.

1

Kennedy's Laiatlv cough Syrup Is
a safe, sure ani prompt remedy for
coughs and colds, and Is good for
every member of the family. Sold
by J. H. Q'itlelly:
Card signs, "Kootms ror Rent,"
"Board," etc., for sale a the office of
The Evening Cltisen.
Bring us your yoo wont Prices
the very lowest and the work will
stand inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.

ADVEKTI$EMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A IXNG WAY
SUPPLYING THE 1)1 NERO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY
the Citizen Publishing Company

By

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

MONDAY,

Furniture, Crockery,
Glassware, Rugs,

N. M.,

Stoves

The only lllustrntnl dally newspaper In New Mexico and the bert
medium of the Sotithweot.
newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square Deal."

TURKEYS

wr-U-

TUQUE CITIZEN n.s:
The finest equipped Job department In Jfew Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Prcws and Auxiliary News Serrloo.

THE AUUQn

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

HM7.

F. H. STROM

, 1879.

THE AI.m'QrKKQfK CITIZEN IS:
The lending Uitihllcan dally and

21.

y
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DOES IT COST YOU TO LIVE?

laid eggs beef 3
Pitchers full of rich creamy milk dozens of fre-hlkilled on the range,
fish and game and pure mountain air. A genuine
AND WEEKLY
The Pecos
old ranch house nestling In the prettiest valley In New Mexico.
Saddle horses, guns,
river filled with mountain trout right at the door.
your
a
more
not
Is
dogs
Mexico.
at
Ideal
service.
There
fishing tackle, traps and
of Albuquerque, New
place to rest, recuperate and fee the real life of the west anywhere In the
world.
The round up Is now on and the hores from the range will be broken
WILLIAM F. BROGAN In a few weeks.
Kvery minute teems with a new and wholesome Interest
for you If you have never lived on a ranch.
MANAGING EDITOR
Pally stage to the railway station.
YOU COULDN'T SPKND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK
IF YOU TRIED.
katis.
If you have come west to ppend the winter, don't stay In town. .Inquire
or address The Valley Itanch, Pecos, New Mexico.
$5.00 this office

matter at the rostoffioe of Alboqnerque,

siwnd-rln- s

of Congresn of March

WHAT

ALBUQUERQUE

I'or Sunday we have a few choice, fnt turkeys.
they will not last long.

Order early,

1

STRONG BLOCK
V

Young Ducks, Spiings and Hens
A good supply of choice fancy stock
buying eleven her'.

Call and liisiect before

Bismarck Kraut

cm-

shipment, JiihI opened up. Disnuirck Kraut is tho finest In
the market. 15c mt quart.
New

SI

OYSTERS

3fte Statefiood league
ThrA win ) a mprtlno- this eventne over Zelger's Cafe which IS Of
The
deep Interest to the people of Albuquerque and of Bernalillo county.
Citizen has called the attention of the public to this meeting before, but a
final word Is to be added and that is be sure and attend.
The meeting is for the purpose of forming a Ptatehood league regardless
of politics and regardless of party or personal lines.
The one object Is to work for the cause of statehood and to aid the govcampaign for
ernor by enlisting the people of this county in a
he admission of New Mexico to the union.
The promotion of this meeting was purely a patriotic move, and has no
political significance for any party or any person.
It is to be hoped that the citizens of Albuquerque will see fit to enlist
their
themselves for this work and to give the territorial administration
hearty support, regardless of party lines so that they can push the statehood fight in Washington, backed by the people of New Mexico.
'Unfortunately, Governor Curry had accepted i.ivltations to uttend similar meetings in the Pecos valley before he knew that the present meeting
He has, however, exwas proposed, and consequently he can not attend.
pressed himself as greatly pleased that the people have shown the Interest
they have. In his appeal to get together for statehood.
Every one should attend the meeting tonight, aid In forming the statehood league and do all possible to help the cause. As soon as the governor
returns from the Pecos valley he will visit this city and will meet with the
league.
In the meantime, the people should do all In their power to get
together for the greatest cause in New Mexico.
-

Are now arriving dally, and supply
Y. Counts and IHuo loititg come to us
from the packer on Lour Inland Sound
Y. 'llils lmy has long been famous for
ed and fat tent oysters In the world.

Se Our

Is more plentiful. Our N.
In 8enl.Hli.ipt Carriers direct
from ;mit South liny. N.
producing the finest flavor-

Radiant Home Heaters
The Most Elegant Base Burners Made

Also Inspect Our Large Line of

Coles Hot Blast

non-partis-

Up in tfie dir
The people of Albuquerque who saw the big balloon operated by Aero
naut Blondin, sail majestically over the city a few days ago, are now talking about the days when aerial navigation will be a common means of transportation.
In St. Louis, where the great contest of dirigible balloons Is
being held, the Interest centers on the subject.
There Is little use In denying that aerial navigation will eventually come.
past fifty years even
Nothing can seem strange after the inventions of the
years.
The telephone, the-- wireless telegraph, the
the paBt twenty-fiv- e
phonograph and talking machine were thought Impossible not so long ago.
(The automobile is in the
Now they are common even commonplace.
hundreds
(Aerial navigation may come today or tomorrow
lame category.
of the brightest Inventors are at work solving the mysteries of the air. They
will undoubtedly succeed.
as well as other papers In the middle
The St. Louis
The
weet gives the subject of aerial navigation serious consideration.
even goes so far as to say aerial navigation is already at
Speaking thereon, that paper says:
hand.
"Balloons are getting to be a common sight In St. Louis. As they drift
gently along with their passengers two feelings are excited, one of surprise
that such a method of travel should have remained but a matter of curiosity
for more than a century, and the other a doubt if it can ever be a practical
utility.
Aeronautics have 'been dangerous beyond a doubt, and most of
The parachute
those whom It fascinated have perished in Its pursuit.
Jumping of the show business can not be legitimately Included, for often the
appliances are poor and the men who go up with them are of a reckless
Yet a majority of the most experienced balloonlsts have been lost
class.
Or Injured.
Some were drowned and others floated off to be heard of no
more.
Landing is the chief peril and a high wind is a force hard to deal
Dirlglbillty Is an unsettled point, though the weight of evidence of
with.
,
late has been on the affirmative side.
"No doubt remains that balloons are valuable for army observation. But
what about their services for carrying passengers from place to place, and
Many of
how far can they be sustained by motors and definitely guided?
the best veteran inventors believe that power can be applied to keep them
Danger can not be
in the air and propelled along a regulated course.
eliminated entirely.
Thousands of ships are lost every year and casualties
on railroads are heavy.
A person who never leaves the house may fall
A question not determined Is whether properly constructed
down stairs.
and operated balloons are more dangerous than the accepted forms of loco
The only way to reach sure conclu
The subject is tentative.
motion.
In this
sions Is by systematic, scientific tests backed by sufficient means.
respect the program arranged here for next week is by far the most lmpor
tant of Its kind yet undertaken, and It will probably be marked by results
of world-wid- e
and permanent Interest."
'

Globe-Democr-

Globe-Democr-

at

at

Las Vegas Optic:

Albuquerque
A reading of an editorial In yesterday'
some doubt as to the position of that paper on the
statehood question, but tho article strikes us as a rather excellent example
of what Pope called damning with faint praise. The writer with one breath
tells us that we must rise superior to party and faction and stand together
as one man in favor of statehood, and then proceeds to take a shot at every
one prominently connected with the movement. Yes, says the Journal, stute-hoo- d
Is a fine thing, but it Is too bad that all those In favor of It sre thieves
It strikes us that this Is a
and grafters, except, of course, ourselves.
strange way of promoting that harmony that the Journal professes to favorCalling Governor Curry a democrat, attacking the motives of all those prom
lnently connected with the present movement, styling them public plund
erers, saying that we must hunt the "little Joker" hidden In the present plans
these things hardly seem consistant with the plea that we must all "rise
superior to party una faction.
Evidently the Journal cannot take its own
medicine.
It has become so used to gazing down a tar barrel and think
ing it neaven mat it has come to believe tlie sky is black.
As an exponen
of the "I am holier than thou" method it has the ancient Pharisee left a
Heally, if that paper would forget some of its old animosities
the post.
realize for a moment that not all the honeny in New Mexico is confined
within its editorial walls, and try fur a while sincerity instead of hypocrisy
it could improve in the public estimation and do much good for the terrl
tory.
Ip in this part of New Mexico we really want statehood. We see
no reason to doubt the motives of those who are willing to help get It, and
even if we did we would welcome their aid.
Wrangling and backbiting
never accomplished anything In this world and never will.

Journal leaves us

In

Complete Line of 1907.

charged with the senative girl, Natlvldad
on January 27, 1907,
a child. At 4 o'clock
thisafternoon the examining of witnesses had not been completed.
defendant In
duction of a
Chavez, who,
gave birlh to

ABOUT TOWN
MouMXt;

joritxAMsw' ix al- -

laoiKiiou:.

CHECK

When you get "scooped" on a story,
One course you can always take,
at sounds pretty email,
And It takes some gall,
But you" can always cry "It's a

HEATERS

They Burn Everything

FOUND ON BUR

GLARS TRACED

; We Carry

TO

When you get hopelessly beaten,
Don't try to a.pologlze,
It looks .pretty cheap,
But it may save you sleep.
Just say, "It's all lies, lies, lies!"

Don't forget the statehood meet- Ing tonight over Zelger's cafe.
New City Directories may be had
t The Citizen office at $1 each.
The Woodmen Circle will meet to
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in
Odd Fellows' hall.
A marriage license was Issued this
morning by Probate Clerk Walker to
Agnes Mary Sewell and John Percy
Woodward, Dotn or Albuquerque

bank for
was found on George Elwood
and Will cordy when they were arrested last week by Patrolman High- bargain and later sweated .by Chief
Mo.MlllIn and Lieut. Kennedy for the
robbery of the New York and Man
hattan saloons and Yanow s pawn- snow, which robberies Elwood con
fessed. He said he had been given
the check by a friend, but Chief Mc
Mlllln wrote to the chief at Pueblo
concerning the check and today re
ceiver a message that the check with
$115 in cash and a lot of clothing
was stolen from the Arcade hotel
there recently. .; He awks that the
men be held here pending Inquiry.
It is reported that both men confessed to the grand Jury this morn.
ing that they committed the bur
glaries they are charged with and
they will be taken before Judge Ab
bott in the district court before the
week Is out. If they plead guilty
to the charges made against them In
court, It Is very likely that they will
have been sentenced .before the week
Is out.
Should this be done, the
handling of their case from the time
the burglary was committed to the
time sentence will 'be pronounced
will have 'beejvless than ten days and
a record breaker for the dispatch
of criminal Justice In New Mexico.
The burglaries were committed on
Thursday mornWednesday night.
ing the susnects are In custody, by
Thursday afternoon one of them has
confessed and part of the stolen
goods recovered. Monday they are
before the grand Jury and Tuesday,
If the court should so choose, they
could be given trial.
The handling of such cases as this
Is one of the reasons why the grand
Jury was held over until after fair
week.
It was expected oorore tne
fair that some other acts might be
committed or arrests be made which
would call for the attention of the
grand Jury.

JSKLVNED US
AGAIN.

regular meeting of the Frater
nal Brotherhood wiTl be held Oct. 21
1X07.
Refreshments will ibe served
after lodge. Elks' rooms, 8 o clock
Stated conclave of Pilgrim Com- mandery No. 3, K. T. this evening
at 8 o clock. By order of Em. Com
mander. Marry Braun, recorder.
The territorial grand Jury recon
vened ' this morning at the county
court house and one reindictment
was returned today, charging Juan
Hermandez. alias Benjamin Lopez,
with murdering one Luis Padilla in
1904.

The new telephone line from Al
buquerque to Los Duranes was com.
ana is nown eted last Saturday
ready for business. It is expected
that some time in the near future
this line will be extended to Canda- leria.
The office of the Estancla Auto
mobile company has been moved
from the otfice in the rear of the
Alvarado PharViacy to the building
at the corner of Gold avenue and the
alley between
First and Second
streets.
At 5 a. m. Sunday occurred the
death of Mrs. Bessie Kurr. aged 22
years, at 218 north Walter street.
The deceased leaves a husband and
The remains
a
child.
City
will be taken to Kansas
burial.
aged
24 years,
Died. Fred Padilla.
this morning at 1615 South Second
street. The deceased leaves a wife
and me child. The funeral will be
held Tuesday morning at 9 o clock ut
Inter
the Sacred Heart church.
ment will bo in San Jose cemetery.
D. E. Hawkins and C. Vigil both
plead guilty to being drunk on the
street when they were arraigned be
fore Police Judge Craig this morning
and were given the choice of paying
live dollar fines or going to Jan for
A
five days.
man named George
Benson plead guilty to vagrancy and
was given ten days In Jail
C.
ilson and the members or
his family desire to thank all those
who befriended them d' Ing the Ill
ness and at the lime of the death
his sister, Ml-- s Clara A. WINon. Mr.
Wilson resides at 418 west Haztidlne
avenue. Miss Wilson passed away
and was burled last week.
Saturday night three Chinamen
who were confined in the Jail at Las
Cruces, made their escape and no
trace of them has yet been found
The Chinamen
were United States
prisoners who were arrested for vio
latlng the Chinese exclusion act. All
had been tried and were up for de
portatlon.
The lobby saloon Is closed again
w. It. Alexander, the proprietor
the city several weks ago and Mrs.
Alexander, who was left in charge
of the Place, left several days ago
The place Is now In the hands of the
civil court, what there Is left or 11
The Household Loan company has
an
mortgage on the glass ware
some of the minor fixtures of the
place and confiscatd the goods Sat
urday night to protect Its loan. The
Southwestern Brewery and Ice com
pany owned the larger part of th
fixtures and several liquor house
made claim to the liquor left in th
-

V
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
St. Ixmls Wool Market.
Louis, Oct. 21. Wool steady.
Territory mul western mediums 2rt'ii
2;.c; fine medium lstjizsc; tine iw

Clothes for Little Men
AND YOUNG MEN

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
IS A HOBBY OF OURS
('

We aim to have the choicest styles and the best display.,
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
Our stock is at
mothers are making selection for their little men.
present teeming with the brightest and be9t things from the

World's

l

,

fFr'"'

m

'

Best Maker o! Ederiieimer Stein & Go.

M. MANDELL
IS

FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING

REDUCTION $A)LE

St.

l)c.

New

New York Metal Market.
easy.
York, Oct. 21. Lead
copper weak, 12ViM

$4.55(i'4.75;
silver

12;

6c.

Xrw York Moncv Market.
New York, Oct. 21. Prime mer
cantile paper 7ji7H per cent; mon- y on call strong, BSf SV per cent.
1iIi'iumi InMluc
Market.
Chicago, Oct. 21. Closing quota
tions:
Wheat Dec. 1.027i; July 1.02.
The following from the Socorro Chieftain appears to be the consensu
Corn Tec. 598; July 6O14.
papers
among
weekly
opinion
republican
of New Mexico.
Ooverno
of
the
July 49.
Oats Dee.
Curry has the happy faculty of saying the right thing at the right time. Th
I1&.42H; May $15. SO.
Pork
Jan.
Chieftain comments as follows:
Lard Jan. $S.K7H; May $9.0(1.
The earnestness and sincerity of Governor Curry's advocacy of state
IUbs Jan. $7.92 Vi ; May $8.17 V4.
may
Judged
hood
be
from the emphatic language he made use of in hi
Chicago Livestock.
address to the organizers of the statehood league In Santa Ke Tuesday. Said
Chicneo. Oct. 21. Cattle receipts,
the governor: "Any man with policital ambition who works against the e
3K.O00.
Market 10c lower. Heeves
curing of statehood for New Mexico at this time will be relegated to th
i3 9ni7:3ii: cows 1.4041 5.25; Texans
rear by the people. 'I know that there are a few men in each county ready
ti 7S,.i Kiv r nlves $5.50fi 00
to play the dog in the manger, but the people will not forget them and wl
westerns $3. 50 (fi 6.00; stockers $2.50
ffi
never permit tneir Heads to rise again aDove political waters.
agree
4.70.
per
I
receipts 42.000. Market
Sheen
fectly with Mr. liursum when he Bays that this movement mut come from
utea.lv t.i in Imirr. Western $4.00ifi)
the people, that therein lies its strength, and I believe that the advice he
5.00:
venrines $ 5. SO ifi 00 : lambs
has given to that effect is good."
$4.75I 5.25; western $4.757.30.
KnnsHs Clly l.lvttitwW.
'inere is something in poetry after all.
The Citizen calls it poetry
Knnsis lily, Oct. 21. Cattle ' re
because that w hat it really Is not meaningless verse.
It says a whole lo
ceints 18.000. Market steady. South
these two short lines, even though the expression may be somewhat crud
trn steers 1 3.00 4r 4.1 5; southern
piu,ce.
The Citizen does not know the author.
Perhaps he slumbers unhonore
$3.00i
cows
2.00ff 3.35; stockers
In an unmarked grave.
It Is sad to think about.
vs 4 Kit: bulls $2.50U 3.65; calves $3.25
But thmis Is what h
Ia the case of the territory
steers $3.60 4.60
6.50; western
left behind him and The Citizen gives him this claim upon Immortality Carlos Anodaca. which was t
court thi iLPutfm cnti'i 1 9.40 6i S. 65.
nificed in the district
Head It:
M.
Market
10.000
A
mining.
receli.ts
O.
heen
N.
and
Marron
"The rich man with his goldvn store
lambs
Siipuu appear us attorneys for th SPteadv. Muttons $4.90 li'
Can not buy the poor man's snore."
$. 25i 7.40; rnrge withers ; $4.50
di roe and District Attorney Clam
After all, what a fickle Jade dame fortune Is!
Th
is conducting the prosecution.
5.50; fed ewes J4.255.S5.
.

Wholesale and Retail Hardware of All Descriptions.

A check on a .Pueblo

100

A

one-year-- ld

Mcintosh Hardware Co.

Elwood and Cordy Are Con
victed Case Will Break
Record for Dispatch.

f

'

Base Burners, Heaters, Cook and
Oil Stoves in New Mexico.

fake!"

For ' journalism, you know.
Must be kept on a lofty plane.
And it would really look queer.
In a slug head to appear,
THE "TWLilGHT SQUEAK"

the Largest Line of Ranges,

63;

We prosose to reduce our Miglh Grade
Pianos, and during' the next ten days
will sell pianos at BARGAIN PRICED

The Question Is: Are you interested in
buying' a Piano? If you are, come and
P
P
see us. First come first choice

PIAH
1LEARN ARB f&ILlNBEM ANN
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE

))
11

Monday, ncTonrn

21,

ALBUQUERQUE

1007.

0000000OttOK3ttOtsO0 BROIHERS

I

Y GOODS
HOLIDA
Keep Watch
Our

5

B

coin-Iietltto- n.

X.

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

always;

H. O'RIELLY CO.

MITCHELL

WINS

BEFORE

BOARD

H

OUT SHERIFF

ARMIJO BACK

FROM EVENTFUL TRIP

OF

TO

HEALTH

ESTANCIA

H

xxxxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
o'clock In
Saturday afternoon at
the office of City Physician Cams,
the board of health held an important meeting, In which the matter of
disposing of the city refuse was considered. City Scavenger Mitchell was
present at the meeting and when he
was asked why he hnd not performed
the duties of scavenger as prescribed
in his contract with the city, Btated
that there was no money In the job
as matters stood now and that if he
erected a crematory to burn the ref
use he would De tne loser, tie sum
he desired the city council to amend
his contract so that he would have
a fair chance to render the city efficient service and still be able to
make a profit for himself. He said
he would be willing to purchase land
for a new city dumping gorund across
the Rio Uranue below the Barelas
bridge, where it would not be a
nuisance and he asked that the people be compelled to obey the city
garbage ordinance.
The board listened to what Mr.
Mitchell had to say and then decided
to recommend that the city council
amend the contract as requested.
Thos present at the meeting were
City
Aldermen Neustadt, Harrison;
Attorney Hlckey, Dr. Pierce, county
physician; Mayor McKee, and Dr.
'
Cams, secretary.
A

Home

Coolting
Strictly
at

Columbus
Motel
French
Bakery

CORHAN

Bread and Cakes

CLAIMED

BOTH TUCSON

BY
AND

ARE GETTING FAMOUS

That's the Kind Your
Mother Was
Trying to Make

Tucson Tournament Opened
Yesterday With Crable In
Box For Town Boys.

Nickel

202 East Central

FERGUSSON SAYS THAT
MEANS

Road Will

FMlsboro-Ktngsto- n

Be Built by Pittsburg and

Wheeling Capitalists.
Harvey R. Fergusson, the attorney,
who was mentioned on Friday In
The Citizen as being New Mexico
counsel for the Pittsburg interests
that are backing the railroad pro.
Ject of Frank G. Caldwell, said this
morning tnat he believed that Cald
well meant business.
Is to
Air. Caldwell's proposition'
build an electric road from Lake
Valley to Kingston. N. M.. via Hills-borAccording to Mr. Caldwell an
agreement has ibeen reached with the
Santa Fe to operate the Lake Valley
branch of the Santa Fe as well as
miles of
the proposed twenty-fiv- e
road and to use anta re cars.
says
Fergusson
Mr,
that Mr. Caldwell represents some of the strongest financial Interests in Pittsburg,
Pa., and Wheeling, W. Va. Consld
erable money has already been advanced toward the project by The
Westing-housAir Drake company
and other Interests and much of the
Drellmlnarv work has been done.
According to the surveys already
made Lake Valley will not be on the
main line of the road. The survey
of the new line tans the Lake Valley
branch near Osceola and reaches
HUUboro by a shorter and easier
grade than can be ootaineu irom
lake Vallcv. The power, as stated
of last
In The Citizen on Friday
week, will be electric and furnished
from a power plant on one of the
mountain streams In the vicinity of
llUlsboro.
'

o.

His Dear Old Mother.
"My dear old mother, who Is now
eighty-thre- e
years old. thrives on
Electric Bitters," writes W. B. Brun
Dublin,
son. of
Oa. "She has taken
them for about two years and enjoys
an excellent appetite,
feels strong
and sleeps well." That's the way
Bitters
Electric
affect the aged, and
the same happy results follow In all
cases of female weakness and gener
al debility. Weak, puny children too,
by them.
are greatly strengthened
Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, by all dealers.
59c.

liunlette la coming. When Ik' was
nuule UHre was no more like It tin
aibl Umto ran never
anmiier Hob
RurdeU'. Hear hlin Tuewla y night.
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Separate In

Germany. And
Meet Again In A-

ititrtKiuitniiI i
Bookkeeper,
familiar
with
most Intricate systems, wants
evening work. Expert. Address
Bookkeeper, enre Citizen.

Central avenue was the scene of
a touching meeting Saturday afternoon, a meeting of two brothers who
had not seen each other for twenty-eigyears. The two
brothers are Otto and Frank Klein-wor- t,
the former well known In this
city as a lodge organizer. The ancestral home of the Klein worts Is in
the fair city of Hamburg, in Germany and ;t is Just twenty-eigyears ago that Frank Klelnwort,
then a young man, left the parental
roof and crossed the seas to seek his
fortune in America.
Otto was but
eight months old at that time and so
how
not
his brother
does
remember
looked at the time he left Germany.
When Otto grew up, he too came to
America. In the years that have
passed since the younger brother
came to this country, he and Frank
trail many
have crossed each ofh-- r
times; each has ever had the other
In mind and endeavored to affect a
meeting, but always something interBoth men
fered with their plans.
have traveled extensively about the
world; unknowingly they may have
seen each other a dozen times in
corners of the earlh. but
they did not meet as brothers until
Saturday
afternoon when Frank
came to Albuquerque from California and was Introduced to Otto by a
mutual friend.
The two brothers
looked at each other unbelievingly
for a moment and then went oil by
themselves where, they became ac
quainted and exchanged experiences.
Both had been soldiers In the United
States army; (both had been In the
Philippines at the same time and
both had been in the same places in
California at the some time. Frank
Klelnwort Is broken In health and
he came to Albuquerque to take a
course of medical treatment.
When
his health Improves it is the plan
of the two (brothers to settle here
permanently, form a partnership and
engage In some business enterprise.
OPERATORS RETCRX TO

i
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

ht

City Council Will Be Asked Automobile Killed Three
Swine and Frightened
To Revise Garbage
One Native White.
Ordinance.

CALDWELL

TRANSITU
AVE., Will) WILL

long-separat-

Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

&

f

lbuquerque.

)S09090K)OKm0900J09J09090momO

stock

Edwards

YEARS

KI-.TS- ,

In charge

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

A full line always in

E

Our Inscription and rrue Department
of expert registered pluiriiineiHts,

11.

J.

and VEGETABLES

R

NOTICK.

amu grKitorrc - rs- CO.
HAH
AITO
M1H HK A 1Q 17 A It T Kits I
SPRINtiER
WITH
THE
CO. AT 106 OOI,l e

In Cut (.Ins

place to get any-
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UNITED

Irr-funi-

21 A Central Avenue

The

25

AFTER

Seven Show Windows
Keeping otop with the tnot progressive lrng II on so of the
Country,
e arc esurylno; a complete line of rimmI unliable for
Holiday, Wedding, and AnnWcnwry ilft.
Rrllllant Cut Glnss,
Clilim.
c
Dnlnty Hand
Painted
lllrh leather (ioori. 11 My
Hottlcs, Toilet SM, Hiavlng Set, Toilet Waters,
In single pieces or sets. HandlArticles
Toilet
anil
Unties. llrrors
o are able to meet any
ing these good In large quantities

ARE

CITIZEN.

TAX CI A

of

Ha. J. MALOY

EVENING

L.

The Tucson baseball tournament
opened yesterday afternoon with the
Tucson and Phoenix teams facing
each other. There are six teams entered and considering the number of
Imported players with each of them,
it promises to be a hot one. Ac
cording to the Tucson Citizen, the
Douglas-Busbe- e
game followed the
first game and Yuma and Hermosilla
are playing this afternoon.
Roy Corhan arrived
in Tucson
Saturday and there was a lively
fight between the management of the
Tucson and Phoenix teams as to who
secure his services.
would
i'he
management
of both teams had
telegraphed him, both claimed him.
Crable pitched for Tucson yesterday
and pitted 'against the Browns' erstwhile southpaw was Young of Wichita, Kan. Frantz played third base
for Tucson and Tarr was playing
taksecond. The following line-up- s
en from the Tucson Citizen show
Corhan to be playing on the teams
of both Tucson and Phoenix.
Tucson Pulinger, left Held; Long,
right field; Frantz, third base; Red-forcenter field; Tarr, second base;
or Redman,
Corhan
shortstop;
White, first base; Allen, catcher; Crable, lieese,
Cole,
Woods, pitchers;
Drachman, utility catcher.
Phoenix Bayless. catcher; Clark,
Young, Speer,. Harnett,
pitchers;
Duran, first base; Corhan, second
Hatley,
base; AVarner, shortstop;
third ib.xse; Becker, Wyatt, McClel-laoutfielders.

d,

Sheriff Perfecto Armljo Is back In
the city after a very eventful trip
to Estancla and return over the automobile line.
"We made the return trip like
coasting down hill," said the sheriff,
"but the trLp going was full of accidents and adventure.
The first
thing that happened to us was that
we ran out of fuel. The road was
slippery and the driver miscalculated
on how much gasoline the machine
would use In going over the mountain and when we got nearly to the
divide, he discovered that we did
not have enough to finish the trip.
However, the discovery was made
before the supply was entirely exhausted and there was still eonugh
to carry us back down the mountain
to Tljeras. At TIJeras a new supply
of oil was obtained and the trip resumed.
"Going through the canyon is a little slow on account of the rough nature of the road but over the mesa
on this city and the prairie land on
the eastern side of the mountain the
machines go like the wind.
we met
"The second adventure
with was near Morlarty.
We met
another machine there and exactly
wnere we met there waa a man walking along the road. It stead of tret- ttng out of the road, he walked
along the middle and the machines
came so close to him on either side
that they brushed his clothes. He
had to turn sideways to avoid being
nit. It looked like the drivers tried
to see how close they could come to
him and not hit him. It Is needless
to say that the man was badly frightened.
"A little further dofin th road
close to Morlarty. our machine col
lided with a bunch of swine, killing
three of them. However, we arrived
In Estancla safe and sound and little
the worse for the trip.
"Coming back we left Estancla at
2 o'clock In the afternoon and land- eu nere m i o cioca inai evening.
(All persons holding
Brotherhood
Lecture course tickets should see that
they are settled for before Tuesday
evening.
MAY

MEAN

FURTHER

DE

VELOPMENT OF PROPERTY
Senator C. A. Hall and C. A.
Knapp, the former administrator for
the estate of C. P. Copeland and
the datter a mining expert, who were
here several days looking after the
Interests of the Copeland estate, left
this morning
for their homes at
Leavenworth, Kan. The Star mine
In Hell canyon canyon Is an asset
of the Copeland estate, and accompanied by F. H. Kent, of this city,
Mr. Hall and Mr. Knapp visited the
property on Saturday to determine
its value.
Neither Mr. Knapp or Mr. Hall
made any statement on their return
to the city yesterday as to what disposition would be made of the property, but it is believed that Mr.
Knapp will recommend further development of it.
The advance sale of eats for the
Bob
Burdette
lecture,
tomorrow
night, would Indicate that the Brotherhood lecture course will be a great
success financially.
o

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

ht

THKlll

OI.I

THEY MASB TOTj FEEL GOOD!
Never disorder your digestion or
make lire no longer worth the living.
Writing about cakes, pies and
other pastry from our ovens. Carefully made from high class mater
ials why shouldn't they be good?
Everybody knows about our bread.
You don't? Better get ac
What?
quainted.

J. Trlppell, Dr.
Odermatt, R. J. Harrell and Grand
Recorder Harwick of the district of
New York, arrived In Tucson this
morning from Albuquerque, where
they have been for the past few days
attending the meeting of the grand
lodge of the A. O. II. W. of Arizona
and Xew Mexico, which was held In
that city, says the Tucson (Arizona)
Citizen.
The grand lodge was in session last
Tuesday and Wednesday, and Wednesday evening at the Elks' hall In
Albuquerque a most elaborate banquet was given In honor of the vis,
itor.
"There were forty delegates present at the meeting of the grand
lodge," said air. Dufton thia morning, 'a'bout twenty-fiv- e
of whom
were from this territory.
We. received the finest treatment Imaginable, and the banquet that was served In honor of the visiting delegates
could not be surpassed anywhere."
The Tucson delegate missed the
New Mexico fair, but they stated this
morning that when they were there
Albuquerque was still crowded with
fair visitors, and that everything appeared to be lively in the city.
Mr. Harwick, who is past supreme
m;uter workman of the order, will
be here for a day or two, and on
next Tuesday will make a visit to
the Jllsliee lodge, after which he will
return to Tucson, where he will
spend some time before returning to
hia home In the east.
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. Ws get results.
E.

QfcsTiw
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S. LITHGOW
Rubber Stamp Maker
312 W. fold Ave.

26c.

And hundreds

the

& COMPANY

323 South Second Phone 791

We Carry a Full Line

t.

Al

Nrliijrr
KuIk--

A. O. BILICKE

S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to mak
New Mexico headquarters at

and JOHX

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los Angeles, California ,

Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated.
attention to gueits is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafs
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
,

of other bargains at

Man Whose Discharge Caused CASH BUYERS' UNION
Trouble May be Reinstat122 North Second
ed by Road.
A
23 per

208

reduction of
cent on
ladies' tailor made suits. Just receivDenver, Colo., Oct. 21. Operator ed. No finer goods In town. Cadi
It. 11. Skeggs, of Orand Junction, or credit.
who was discharged from the position of wire chief of the Denver and
Hio Grande at that place, has been
West Central
called to Denver to confer with
President Perham of the Order of
Hallway Telegraphers.
This is a
move in the direction of peace and It
and Decorations
Is believed that the officials of the Fair Signs
road, rather than incur a ntrike, will
make some disposition of the Skeggs' Work wel! done no delay
case that will be satisfactory to both At prices you can surely pay.
sides.
State your plan and he will fit it
fkeggs was discharged, according And you'll be glad
that
to the union men, because of his refusal to test a Western Union wire.
He refused to make the tet because
the W'estern Union's employes are
PlMne 741. 323 South 2nd St.
on strike and he could not well afford to make the test.

1--

Gold

Wc-H-t

2

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

of the firm of Kelly
Springer, of Wlnslow, Ariz., passed through Albuquertjue on Saturday, accompanied by a brother, en
route eat. Air. Seringw was suffering from an aberration of the mind,
and It U feared by his many friends
that he has become permanently Insane. He believes that he is the
richest man in Arizona and talks of
his own private train.
Seringcr has been in business for a
number of years and la quite well
to da, having several thousand dollars In the bank and a part owner
in a profitable saloon business.
FOR

VIOLATION

OF

Ste

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

"STACY DID IT"

All persons Interested In high class

entertainments should secure season

Lecture
tickets to the Brotherhood
tocourse, and hear Bob Burdette
2,
morrow night. Season tickets
rlngle admission 75 cents.

Consult

a

Reliable

Dentist

0A

Full Set of Teeth
11
Gold Filling
$1.50 np
Gold Crowns
$6 mfk

rainless Extracting.. .
TOO LATE TO CTjASSIFX.
corFOR KENT Newly furnished
ner room. Electric lights and bath. ALL WOKK AnsOLUTFLT
$9 per month. No health seekers.
ANTEED.
t19 West Central.
FOU KENT Board and lodging for
four gentlemen at 23 a month.
616 West Coal avenue.

j

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

W

M)c

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

GUAR-

TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK
(He U Bald Behind.)

C. F. Allen
Galvanized

DRS. COPP and PETTTr.
ROOM 12. N. T. AKMIJO IJLDG.

t

IE.

CHIIJKEX,K WIXTEU IXDEH-WEAAT HEll'CF.l IMUCF.H, TO
CliOSE Ol'T THE STOCK. MHS, M.
224 WEST GOLl.
WILKOX,
C.
o
K

The proper time to consider the serious consequences of long continued
b.yo Strain Is

--

Carliollzed "Witch Hazel
Salve Is gco lor little burns and big
burns, email siratches or bruises
and big ones. Sold by J. H. O'Klelly.
o
l"OK KALE OK KEXT, FUItXISII-E- l
KEKI-li:C- E
OK l .M l IIMSIIKI)
AT 22 XOKTII KIMT1I.
(K OLD
APPLY OX rKEMISEti
TOWX IHkKTOI I K E.
liinglilni; IUUlicr
Ilurtl4to
i
coming. He will lenire on "Hjiii-H-- "
oix-rhouse Tuewdny
at tli
nltflit. Ticket at MalHoit'a.
DeWitt'8

NOW

1

g

The highest authorities declare that
75 to 90 per cent of all lietuluciies
Cor, Gold Ave, & 1st St,
8 are due to Eye fcUraJn. It Is one of
the most common symptoms but
there are many others. Come in
and let us explain your case. Exjj
Cleanest Rooms in the City
amination Free.

Owen Dinsdall, Prop.

0 Ill

THE SUNDAY LAW

WE FILL
t

n

IN Jl KKI

1 KIM
N
IS RECOVERING KPIII.Y
Trinidad. Colo., Oct. 21. Fireman
Al Roynton, the fireman injured in
the wreck of Santa Fe train No. 4
Friday, is much better
today and
there Is hope for his recovery. His
suffering has ceased and he is no
longer. being kept under the influence
'

of

oplatt;.

1

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

j

Tin
4aaB

General

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
Jobbing

305 West Gold

SKILLED WORKMEN
WORK GUARANTEED
502 West Central

riNE
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Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
LUMP.

ANTHRACITE
Mixed.

Nut.

CLKAX OAS COKE.
SM1THINU COAL.
XATIVK KINDLING.
FOR CASH OXLV.

h

STOCK

Telephone 131

Plume 452.

COAL

Furnace,

OF

ELECTRIC COMPANY

Central Ave.

CK1UULLOS

AVE-

BANK

COMVERCL.

V.

BLOCK.
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THE RELIANCE

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

W

a

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 21. A list
containing the names of several hundred persons, who yesterday violated
the law agalns-- working on Sunday
Is being prepared for
tomorrow to the grand jury. Indictments by the wholesale are expected.
The list Includes actors, actresses,
theatrical managers and attaches and
storekeepers.

A

E. MAHARAM'S

A VEX

&

j

Imported Olive Oil

but not with us. We will sell you the
lb.
cans of
Missouri Brand 2 hi
plums, cherries,
peaches, apricots.
blackberries, Bartlett pears or grapes
at 20c the can.
Walter Baker's Cocoa
lb can 25c.
Walter Baker's Chocolate
lb for 20c
Large cans of Cotton tomatoes 2 for

MAY AVERT WIRE

321 south Second

First Class Groceries and Meats

Canned Fruits Way Up

&

HOPPING

F. S

Wft-h.- w

LOMMORI

Eiulp themselves to get the game.
Are you thoroughly equipped In the
hunt for business? Loose Leaf Devpeclal
vices
Ruling and Blank
Books 'Rubber Stamps, Daters, etc.,
are
MODF.HV OFFICE APPLIAXCKS
that are used in the business hunt.

l"OSITIOXS

I

aged Tires Vulcanized Good as New.

8xxxooooooocxxxxx

Bear Hunters

Kansas City, Mo.. Oct. 21. Five
H.
striking operators made application
for their old positions In the local
office of the Western l nlon today. Bookbinder
Three were taken back and the an
plications of two were taken under
Phone 924
advisement.

K. 1
Ci:, I
XCE AT
IIAI.Ii SATT'ltDAY MOIIT.
GOES INSANE
UEXTLKMKX 50o. LADIIOS FKl-lK- .
VK HAVE MOVEO OI K OFFICE
IMMIKS WEST.
M'UIM.EK
liclicres Tliat Ilo Is Uie TWO
TKANNI
EK CO. NOW 110 HJL1
Man In Arizona.

Al Scrlnger,

Jack Dufton,
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Dam-

Hand-Repai- ring.

ond

I

WORKMEN HAD GOOD
WHILE HERE

New-Sec-

First Street

n,

TIE
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PIONEER BAKERY
S07 Sooth

..Staab Building

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

2
h

WOOD
TKXKPIIOXE

tl.

W. H. HAHN & GO.

Hair Dressloi
Shimpooluf

Fclal Msitatt
Electrolosls
Scalp T retime!
Manksrtof
Chlldret's Hair Cuttlni

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Good. Complete line of Hwltchee. Pompadour. Puffs. Wigs, etc.
HEAL HAIR NETS
Sanitary French
Hair Rolla.
The
new pomp Wave. All
shades to be worn under the
hair Instead of rufflns; one's
own novelties In back and side
combs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
PrBGrietan
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ALBUQUERQUE

TACK SIX.
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HOUSES DEDICATION

OF

ESTANCIA

TO BE CAST

Edison Will Build Them In First Methodist Edifice For
One Piece of Any
mally opened to Its
Size.
New

York, Oct.

Congregation.

build a
three-stor- y
ho ace In one solid piece
at a cost of only $1,000 and to finish
the Jab in 12 hours that is the
.proWem which Thomas A. Edison
tnWl the members of the American
JEleotro-Chemlcsociety he had solved, and he showed them the model
to prove it.
Incidentally he expressed the opinion that theoretically the horse will
disappear from Manhattan island
onie time next Decemlber when his
new storage battery for automobile
propulsion Is placed on the market.
Two carloads of members of the
odety, which is holding its twelfth
.annual meeting in this city, went out
to Orane to look over the Edison
works and meet the inventor.
According; to Mr. Edison, the 'house
of the future will be cast from Jron
moulds in one solid piece, including
ertairs and bath tub. It will be fireproof and indestructible and from
one set of moulds an infinite number
of exactly identicaf houses can toe
21.

To

al

made.

Poor Construction.
And for protection against poor
construction he intends to restrict the
use of his patents to contractors of
responsibility, who will agree to follow his formula for making concrete.
Some of the best architects in New
Tork have contributed their Ideas to
Mr. Edison showed
the model,
today. It Is of a house that, in full
else, will toe .tTtree stories high, 25
feet frontage and 45 feet from front
to rear. The style is a combination
of colonial and Queen Anne, and it
does not look at all like any concrete
hounp that any one ever saw.
is
"There
as he

no reason," said Mr. Edl-rstood 'before his model,
as
as any other kind. The
house of the future will be artistically attractive as well as practically a
perfect dwelling. Now that my model Is completed, I am having a
house on this plan, and set of
moulds made for the construction. I
hall build the firat one from these
moulds next summer."
n,

a concrete house shouldn't be
pretty

why

full-siz-

NOTICE

ed

at Banta Fe,

Land

Sept 23,
Notice la hereby given that Thos.
J. McNeill, heir of Mary j. McNeill
of Bluewater, N. M., has filed notice
of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No.
7161
.made Aug. 4, 1007, for the NE4
NWK, Section 22, Township 12N.,
Range 11W., and that said proof will
'be made before Sllvestre Mlrabal, U.
8. court commissioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on November 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Tlx:
Office

N. M..

five-ye-

ar

(Samuel
C.
Chapman,
Hiram
Young Eugene T. Chapman, Ernest
Tietjen,
N.
M.
A.
all of Bluewater,
"MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

For upholstering see Charles
Keppeler, 817-1- 9 South Second.
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WITH AMPIJ5 MEANS

FOR NAVY IS

IL

AJfD rNSCUPASSKD

FACILITIES

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

NEW DEPARTURE FOR JACK TAR

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PltOPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

Sailors Kicked About Meals But Establishment of Culinary Course
Has Cured Them.

CAPITAL

$ 1 50,000.00

Officers and Directors:
LUNA,

SOLOMON

President.
W. J. JOHNSON,
Asntatant Cashier.

W. S. STRICKLER,

Vice President and Cashier.
WILLIAM MeXNTOSIL

J.

O. RALDRIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. R LACK WELL

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

w

it I

NZW MBXICO

Capital and

surplus. $100,090

HOTKIj AURIVAIiS.

Alvarado.
Angeles; W. W.
Goldsmith, Denver; J. H. Mednlkaw,
close.
New York: J. I
Martin. Chicago;
Church History.
C. R. Wise, Denver; iM. J. Drury, la.
The First Methodist cnurch of Es Junta, Colo.; H. H. Gaistln,
s.
tancla was organized in 1904 by the
Cal.: H. C. Galloway, Kansas
few Methodists living In the town, City; J. II. Olllett, New Yor.
which was then In Us Infancy, and in
s
the short time which has elapsed, has
Kturges.
grown to a healthy congregation.
Denver;
Wm.
Cunningham,
B.
R.
Kev. A. M. Harkness took an active
part in the organization and for a
while was the pastor. The first meetings were held at the residences of St. Louis'; F. W. Hunlng, Los Lunas;
onip vasey,the members and In halls of the w. jj. itiauaon,A.T uenver;
.
TrVin
i - filtthartown.
Hev. Harkness preached
in niiamail,
Estancla every other Sunday when land, San Marclal; Mrs. J. J. Taylor,
Wo.;
City,
Montgomery
Mrs. J. J.
the church was first organized without remuneration.
The Estancla White, Los Lunas.
school house was used as a meeting
house for a time.
Grand Central.
Thp first conference to recognize
L. L. Hendrix, Kansas City; J. W.
the- Estancla congregation appointed
Burke, Fort Morgan, Colo.; A. 'M.
Hev. Harkness its pastor and placed Baker, D. C. Welsh, T. K. Bayard,
Estancla on a circuit with Santa T. C. Edwards. Las Vegas; H. A.
Rosa, with services every other week. Peters. Cerrlllos; D. W. Mack, PuebAt once steps were taken toward se- lo, Colo.; Miss Edith Eberly, Raton.
curing a building. Funds were solicited and lots were secured from the
Craig.
New Mexico Fuel & Iron company,
J. O. Dolgt and wife, Coats, Kan.;
owners of the townslte of Estancla. Geo.
P. O'Reilly, El Paso; W. J.The larger per cent of the funds was Matthews,
Paso; Mrs. W. R. Orensolicited and subscribed during the dorff. Mrs.ElJane
Badger, Miss vu- pastorate of Mr. Harkness.'
Lane, Omaha, Neb.; R. H. Han-nThe conference of 1905 created the lette Santa
Fe; A. O. Slaughter and
Estancla circuit, placing Rev. J. O. wife, Denver;
w.
scnmit, 1j. a.
Ruoff in charge. Mr. Ruoff accepted Moody, Las Vegas;
J. T. Woodson,
the charge only on the condition Kansas City.
that he be allowed to work at his
trade a portion of the time to augSavoy.
ment the salary, which was none too
Oeo. Jullbard. Gallup; Mrs. J. E.
large. The foundation of the build- Smith
and mother, Adamana, Ariz.;
ing was laid, Mr. Ruoff doing most H. B. Holloway,
Flushing, Ohio; El
of the work himself.
The corner mer Roarks. Sacramento, cal.; w.
stone was laid on Dec. 5, 1905.
W. Nichols, Belen; G. M. Lewis, San
He Worked With Ills Hand.
Marclal; B. C. Martin, Las cruews;
,'Slx days a week Rev. ftuott worked W. H. Wag and wife, Denver; E. W.
on the foundation of the rising new Hoffman, Kansas City.
house of worship and on the seventh
day he laid down his trowel and took
up the Bible. The summer of 1905,
had been dry In the Estancla valley
and the winter was a severe one.
Money was scarce and times were
hard, but with the perseverance that
conquers, the newly born congregation and Its courageous pastor struggled heroically with the problem of
building for themselves a house of
worship.
Frequently work on the
house had to be stopped for lack of
funds, and then when a windfall sent
something toward the building of the
H.

Hchlff,

Los

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Red-land-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

'-

'"NT

a,

FOIl PUBLICATION'.

.Department of the Interior,

21.
The
Est.incla. N. M., Oct.
First Methodist Episcopal church of
Estancta, the first protestant church
to be built In the Estancla valley, was
dedicated yesterday by Uev. Samuel
Blair, 1). 1)., superintendent of English mlxMlon in New Mexico for the
Methodist Episcopal church. People
from all part. of the Estancla valley
and many Methodlrts from the neighboring towns and villages were present at the dedication services. The
splendid new building was scarcely
large enough to hold the crowd.
The dedicatory address of Rev.
Hlalr was one of the best ever heard
In Estancla.
The congregation was
seated on benches, the pews of the
church having not arrived, and the
aisles were filled with chairs, loaned
for the occasion by church members.
Every countenance In the congregation beampd with the pleasure of the
occasion and there was much handshaking when the meeting came to a

new house, the work would begin
again.
It Is not wholly completed
yet, tout the end Is In sight. When
the new pews are In, It will be a
'church complimentary to a town several times the slue of Estancla, and
a monument of a worthy work.
The Ktrodurp.
The building Is of frame, the audibring
30x40 feet, with class
torium
room 18x24. adjoining and connected
by folding doors. The Interior is finfinish.
ished In hard pine, nnturol
The foundation Is of cement blocks
on solid cement footing. A tower and
belfry add much to the appearance
of the building.
One of the greatest difficulties experienced in the building of the new
church or the pivporatlon for the
building was the securing of a clear
title to the lots, which had been doby
the
nated to the congregation
New Mexico Fuel & Iron company.
This was not secured until Inst year,
and as a matter of fact little work
was done on the superstructure of
the new edifice until last year.
Frank J. Dye was given a contract
for the superstructure on December
17. 1906.
Rev. W. A. Pratt, of Hydro. Oklahoma, followed Mr. Ruoff, who by
the way, was not an ordained minister, to the pastorate of the EstanMr. Ruoff asked
cla congregation.
to be relieved as his work as a mason demanded all of his time.
The new church cost $3,500. All
of this has been paid with the exception of about $300 outstanding Indebtedness.
The only other churches In the Estancla valley is a small Catholic
church at Chlllll, on the eastern
slope of the Manzano mountains and
the ancient Catholic church of

EVET7TNQ

c

CVmimlssary Room at I'. S. Xnvy Cooking School.
Squad lit Work.
Ju k Tur loUito-P- cl
Newport, R. I., Oct. 21. Uncle night, lay slices of salt pork on the
bottom
of the bean pot and on these
3an: has craftily planned to reduce
onions. Then pour in the
Increase small
desertions and generally
bbans. Put In a large piece of salt
the efficiency of the navy by estab- pork with the rind scored, arranging
It so that the top shall be even
lishing a cooking school at the
the top of the beans. If the
naval training station in this city. with
Is very well salted or partial
Admiral "Bob" Evans suggested the pork
ly
lean, very little salt will be rething when he found' that com- quired.
'
Put in some mustard.
were well
plaints regarding food
1

founded.
The provisions purchased for the
navy are of the best and the officers
figure that with good cooking the
men will be made happy.
Raked beans is the favorite breakfast food in the navy. At this station it is served on at least three
mrrnlngs every wek.
This Is the official United States
receipt for preparing
government
the great American dish:
have soaked over
beans
the
After

1

Before the school was established
the 2000 boys at the training station complained
that the beans
were "all dried up or else burned
up," but under the new order their
complaints have given plac
to
paens of Joy.
to
cooking
addition
In
there Is
Instruction In the art of creating
bread, doughunts, rolls and biscuits.
A Btudent becomes in turn a Btrlk
er, kitchen hand, assistant cook, and
cook.

ON HEAVY WORK IN AMERICA

OMCBRB AND DlfTmCTOtt

, ,....Prwl4ml
yica Praaideal

JOSHUA S. RATNOUM
M. W. rLOURNOT
FRANK McKM
JL A. FRO IT
X. F. RATNOLDI

,

CaUr

AMlatant Cashier

Dirattet

U. B. DKPOITORY
Amthortied Capital
Pala Up Capital, Surplus and Proflti

....ISOMM.M
$2EM0.W

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Csmpssy

WHEN YOU WANT

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

Nothing New Under the Sun

ELEPHANTS FROM INDIA LABOR

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

Solomon says there is nothing new under the sun, and
Solomon is an authority. He may have done some things
that were somewhat shoddy, but it has never been satisfactorily proven that he ever misrepresented.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
JReconstruction of Famous Hotel and
Board Walk at Atlantic City Calls
For Use of Big Animals.

Wholesale Grocers

Conceded, then, that he knew what he was talking about
when he made that statement, how do you account for the

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

queer things that bob up now and then that nobodyeyer

saw before ?

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

jerboa

or,TBvCgv, OkV.yo
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
1

I

Carrt.i tb largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stanl.
Southwest.
la

t.

The Albuquerque Citizen doesn't claim to have discovered
something elementally new, but they have some ifellows
around the place who are mighty slick at hanging ithe old
things together in new and taking ways. They'd fix you
up an ad that would make even Solomon himself have some
doubts about the old proverb.

it
ar

1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

1

KiiafthuU Taken at Ijuiik IWiurh Slio
(motive ami lulling
New York, Oct. 21. Elephant
. power Is being utilized in building a
seaside resort at Eong 13each,
3 great
which U on the south shore of Long
Inland, 24 miles from New York.
A large hotel at the beach was
burned last nurnmer. In lui place 1s
being constructed a resort that is to
.be one of the largest on the Atlantic
(Juan. A million-dollhotel and a
5 miles long will be two
UiardaJkfeatures.
to have
order
In
of the
everything reaijy next Juae the work

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY

i

hnfm
-

cmoBOBomomomoBomomomQBcmo
"OLD RELIABLE."

help thinking of legs and eyes and teeth and tails, which
are all old and well known things. Try something else.

si
ft

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

My dear Sir, they are all merely new combinations of old
things. You can't even think of a really new thing. Try
to think of a new animal. To save your soul, you can't

wing lUrpliuiiU Taking l'Uu

of

mi

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.'

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

omcymcmcmc)momomoBOBomc)moBomamo

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Lo-IK-

Old
is being rushed night and day.
Great difficulty was experienced in
working hore in the deep sand, and
Senator W. II. Reynolds who is at

Grociia

11uu.-m.--

the head of the enterprise, hit upon
the scheme of using elephants. Two
trained In labor In India, were se- cured for the Job, and they have glv- en excellent results.
They have
been used in hauling trains of dump
carts, pulling down old building on
the site and carrying heavy timber.
Senator Reynolds says the ele- phants do the work of four teams.'

Aren't You guilty of the

telephone
preserve.
The
yoor health, prulonfa year lite

The telephone makes the
.datle. lighter, the care leas
and the worrtea (ewer.

People Do Read Our Advertisements
Act Yourself?

TOD

NIU

and protects your home.

A TELEPHONE

IX TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
I
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Minstrelsy of the frontline, joyful
sort, brought up to date as to elaborateness of production and artistic
arrangement, will be the attraction
D. H. C0RD1ER. Manager.
at the .Elks' opera house Friday and
Saturday nights. It will aignlfy the
engagement of George Primrose and
mmstrel company
his big, black-fac- e
In a program that contains everything pertaining to negro life on a
WM. O. ROGERS,
Interspersed
plantation.
southern
Baritone.
The scenic
with clever vaudeville.
investiture has been elevated to a
FOR RENT
STANTON and 8ANDBERO, degree In of artistic Importance not
the old traditional minstrel
found
Comedians.
.
. FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line. 601 South Third.
Now Moving Picture
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms near
business center.
Wfat fintr1.
THE WAGS,
FOR RENT Three room for light
Sketch Artists,
Housekeeping. 420 West Santa Fa
and
avenue.
BILLY BEBAU A CO.
FOR RENT Fine front room with
private porch. No Invalids. 416
South Third street.
Clianee, of bill every Monday anil
FOR RENT
large front
Three
Thursday.
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
Indies' Souvenir Matinees Tues409
Hunlng
avenue.
West
days and I'ridays, afternoon.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third
street.
:
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
10 and 20c
Matlneos
No invalids,
622
frood locality.
West Dead avenue.
Evening . . . 7 O, 20 A 30o
dwelling
FUR
RENT Slxroom
handy to shops. $15. Lloyd Hun-ake- r,
205 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
1
at 615 East Central avenue. Best
In the city. Price reasonable.
Ill
FOR RENT Three room, furnished
modern house with bath, large
yard. 1024 North Second street.
Primrose, Himself.
TO LET Established first class bar
shows. The singing of principals and
privilege to responsible party. Best
Headed by Ame- chorus, as well as the playing of the
location In the city. Address, X.
orchestra, Is 'far superior, itis claimY. Z., Citizen.
rica's
Greatest ed, to anything ever 'before heard In FOR RENT two nicely furnished
minstrelsy. (Among .the soloists are
rooms, 'bath and electric light. Use
Singing and
such favorites as Dave Irwin, Walter
of telephone.
Call at 517 West
Van Allen, Sam Harris. Sam Bennett,
Gold avenue.
Dancing
Joe Mager, Art Lendrum, Eddie iMar-tln- FOR RENT Modern rooms and
and Ed Davis.
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Eva
Comedian
There Is also a chorus of twenty
L. Craig, 602 South Second street,
trained male voices. The fun will be
upstairs.
supplied chiefly by George Primrose,
Neal Abel, Harry (Turkey)
Boyd, FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping, $12 per month, light
John Burke.
and water paid. Fine new house.
In the second part will be found
408 North Second.
a long list of clever soft and
.With Ills Own Great Company of shoe dancers, who led by Mr. wooden
PrimFOR RENT Very
nice
tho World's Leading MiniHtrcl
rose himself, will revive his famous
apartment, wlin modern convenEntertainers.
"Sliver Shower" clog. Another feaiences .furnished for housekeeping.
ture will be a negro sketch wherein
$20. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West
all the comedians will take part, afOold avenue.
Same Great Company and Production ter which Mr. Promrose will be seen FOR RENT Bush Ranch, one mile
.
in a new and original dancing numPresented Six Weeks in
north of Old Town, 5 acres under
ber, entitled the Watermelon Coons,
cultivation, house partly furnished,
N. n. Mr. Primrose will positively assisted Iby a score
of wonderful
plenty of fruit trees and out buildappear.
dancers exactly the same act as playings.
ed by Mr. Promrose for ten weeks
The World's Grandest and Best in the Keith and Proctor houses, New FOR RENT OR SALE The Minne
apolis House, 44 rooms, all fursummer, received
York, on the
nished. Can be run as a hotel and
Prices
75c $1. 91.50 $10,000 for teniast
or 11,000 per
weeks
rooming house. Best paying propSeats on sale, at Matron's Wednes- week, one of the biggest known salerty in Albuquerque.
day, Oct. 23, at 9 o'clock.
For terms
aries ever paid to a male star In
write or call on me at El Paso,
vaudeville. Not a few other pleasing
C. D.
delivery,
general
Night and Matinee
Texas,
novelties will be seen during the perWarde.
formance.
OCTOBER
In fact the name of Primrose never headed such a splendid show.
FOR SALE
POSITIVE PROOF.
SALE Two lots on corner. A
Should Convince the Greatest Skeptic FOR
bargain, $250. Dale Realty Co.,
n
In Albuquerque.
100 South Broadway.
Because it's the evidence of an Al- FOR
modern
SALE Five-roobuquerque citizen.
house, most fashionable district in
Testimony easily invastlgated.
city,
B. N.
once.
cheap
at
if
sold
strongest
ol
The
endorsement
Citizen.
merit.
FOR SALE 102 Armljo Avenue, two
. The best proof.
Read It:
houses; barn, etc. $2,000, $1,600,
J. M. Parker, living at 317 South
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
Fourth street, Albuquerque, N. M.,
E. A. Cantrell.
says: "Doan's Kidney Pills are engood horses, good
titled to the strongest praise I can FOR SALE Two surry,
cheap. ivv
harness and
give them.
I never placed much
West Huning avenue.
faith In patent medicines, but I can
say I have derived more good from FOR WALE HONEY Ten pounds
for $1; 60 pound can for $5. OrDoan's Kidney Pills than I supposed
der by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
It would be possible for me to get
Box 202, Alouquerque, N. M.
from any kind of medicine or treat
ment. Several years ago I began to FOR SALE Two nice homes In
Highlands at a 'bargain. Must sell.
notice Indications of kidney comAlbuquerque
Will consider offer.
plaint. A year ago my condition
Hatters, In car, West Gold avenue.
reached the state where I was an almost constant sufferer from pain In FOR SALE Four resiliences
good
my back and trouble of an alarming
location.
modern, chpap;
Dale Realty Co., 100 South Broad
nature existed with the kidney secre
Y with
way.
tions. On one occasion the kidney
secretions stopped altogether and I FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
The flexible sole Red Cross had
to have a physician draw it from
acres each, all under main IrrigaShoe is
At that time I was employed as
tion ditch. Near city. Albuquerfrom me.
engineer and had to give
a
que
locomotive
Land Company, room 9, Crom'he start.
up this work, as the Jar of the engine
well Bldg.
made the pain in my back beyond en FOR SALE
frame house.
The burning and
durance. I suffered from pain across
cellar, barn. shed. shade trees,
my
my
over
sides
loins
and
both
in
caused by stiff soles and the hips that I would have to sit down In vines, corner East Copper and Lo- CUSt, $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
pvils of thin soles aie pre- a chair and lean my back against
A. Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
something to support it. At night FOR SALE
frame house.
vented by the Red Crc ss. It after
I would retire I would not sleep
barn, chicken yard, out house, corany
an
more
before
the
than
hour
enables a woman to be on her
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
pain
waken me; then I would
E. A. Cantrel,
$800 cash, B. O. T.
Feet for hours at a time with have would
to sit up in bed and bend over
102 Armljo avenue.
In order to get relief.
kidney
The
lomfort.
secretions were very profuse, and
STACY AVD CO. IN BUSINESS
what added to my misery was a AGAIN.
FRONT DOOR CLOSED
A stylish
burning, scalding sensation which ac FOR FEW DAYS. PENDING
companied the secretions.
OF OLD STOCK AND ARAbout
hoe that's
three months ago I learned of Doan's RANGEMENT OF OUK NEW LINE.
Kidney Pills and procured a supply. CALL AT SIDE POOR OR PHONE
absolutely
In a short time every difficulty was 741. 825 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
corrected and I have no trouble at all
comfortable
Out cf Sli:lit.
with my back and kidneys now. I
am as well and strong as ever and
"Out of sight, out of mind," Is an
am certain that I could take up the old saying which applies with special
work that I had to give up, and could force to a sore, num or wound mat s
do it without any trouble. On occaArnica
been treated with Bucklen
sions without number I have recom Salve. It's out of sight, out Of mind
mended Doan's Kidney Pills, and and out of existence. Piles too and
whatever I can say for them will al chilblains disappear under Its heal
by all
ways anrord me pleasure."
ing influence. Guaranteed
K: 8r, Rid Cnm
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 dealers. 60c.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Fount Celt BliuUr
rents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, Bole agents for the United
S400
States.
Itemember the name Doan's and
)x fords,
take no other.
No. 21
HAIR DRESSER ' AND CTUROPO- Iiih Shoes,
DIST.
$4.00
Mrs. Bamfc'n, at ner parlors oppo
site the Alvarado and next door to
Let us fit you.
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
growing nails.
she gives massage
Relieves Colds by working them out
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
121 Railroad Arena
own
preparation of com of tho system through a copious and
Bambini's
plexion cream builds up the skin and healthy action of the bowels.
A Quick and Safe Itemed y for Bowel Improves the complexion,
and is
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
Complaints.
prepares a hair tonic that cures mucous membranes of the throat, chest
Twenty years ago Mr. Geo. W, also prevents
and
dandruff and hair fall
Brock discovered that Chamberlain'
and bronchial tubes.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Reme ing out; restores life to dead hair:
moles,
removes
warts and superfluous
dy was a quick and safe cure for
"At pleasant to the tast
by vibrator
bowel complaints.
"During all of hair. Massage treatment
s Maple Sugar"
any
For
blemish of the
these years, he says, "I have used machines.
Mrs. Bambini.
It and recommended It many times face, call and consult
o
and the results have never yet disap
They Make You Feel Good.
pointed me.
Mr. iiroclc is publisher
WEAK KIDNEYS Try
pleasant
purgative
For BACKACHE
The
effect ex
" the Aberdeen,
Md., Enterprise. perlenced by
all who use ChamberKldnej ind Bladder Pills Sure ud Saft
BiWltti
ai druggists.
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the healthy condition of the body
THE J, H. O'RIELLY CO.
llneraV water cures and ana mina wmcn tney create makes
tlpauon. Ask yonr sTr
one feel ioyfH. Price, 25 cents. Sam- - Corner Second Street and Centra
pies rrte at all drug stores.
Avenue.

CRYSTAL TAEATRE

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Week of October 21

...

AdmiHHlon

Geo. Primrose's

!

MINSTRELS

Illl

oe

Geo. H. Primrose
SO PEOPLE SO
New-York-

25

and 26

No Breaking-i-

m

needed

thefHt"ipJ

comfortable

aching

p

WM. CHAPLlh

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Children Like

It

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED
WANTED Sacks at Hahn's coal
yard.
607
WANTED Table
boarders.
South 6econd street.
good
meals,
WANTED Boarders,
707 South Third street.
WANTED Washing to do at home.
1201 South Broadway.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 yeara old
at the American Lumber Co.
by competent
WANTED Position
stenographer.
Address, P. O. Box
889.

WANTED A girl for general house-wroMrs. Hopewell, 619 West
Copper avenue.
WANTED Hy two adults, two light
housekeeping rooms. Address, A.
C care CI tlzen office.
dressmaking
WANTED Fine
at
reasonable rates. 613 South Third
street.
WANTED Your old hats and suits
to make like new. Albuquerque
Hatters, In the car.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply 611 South Second
street.
WANTED Kodak films developed
and printed on velox paper. Reasonable prices. Send for price list.
Homer Howry, 606 Carondelet St.,
Los Ange e s, California
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
styles in millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices
wanted.
Phone
k.

I

944.

WANTED 40 head of horses for
winter pasture, 80 acres of first
class alfalfa pasture at Alameda.
Good water, good fence.
Terms,
$1.50 per month. Address, Brill &
Ross.
Box 443 Albuquerque.
WANTED .By private party, to buy
2nd hand book cases, piano, boys
bicycle, also want to engage stenographer, also a capable woman
solicitor.
I also want to find a
man able to manage telephone system. Address, A. B. C, Citizen office.

WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who
can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.

SALESMEN
WANTED Salesmen, to sell
our
advertising signs, calendars, thermometers, fans, leather goods, etc.
Finest side line out. Write for
terms. Mahon Novelty Co., Box
130, Kenton, Ohio.
SALESMEN "Experienced in any
line to sell general trade in New
Mexico.
Liberal commissions with
$35 weekly advance.
One salesman earned $981.70 during last
two months, his first work. Contl- nental Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, O.
WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line.
High commissions, with $100.00
monthly advance. Permanent position to right man. Jess H. Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.

MALE HELP
WANTED Write and we will explain how we pay any man $85
per month and all traveling expenses, such as horse hire, railroad
fare, hotel bills, etc., to take orders for the greatest portrait house
in the world. Your salary will be
guaranteed and paid weekly If preAddress, O. J. Martel,
ferred.
Dept. 549, Chicago.

LOST

and

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

XV.

M. SHERIDAN', M. D.

ORKKN

ESTATE BARGAINS

REAL

FOR SALE.
room house, four
Iota, North 4Ui street. . .$1,000
Three room houno and an
acre of land, three mlloa
400
north of town
Six room house. West New
2,500
York avenue
Six room house, West Marquette avenue
1,800
Six room
brick, modern,
3,230
cloNe in
Seven room brick, mod-

Three

ern
acre

3,500

ranch north of
300
town
Ranches from two to 200
acres.
Imtn in all parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within a few blocks of Uie
4,500
Mtrcet car line
S

RAMBROOK BROS.
596.
Ill John StreesSaddle horses a specialty.
Bat
drivers In the city. Proprietors 4
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

Phone

SCHWARTZMAN

60-ac- re

alfalfa ranch

Meat, Poultry and Fish

211

DRESSMAKINC

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

R. W. D. BRYAN
LIVERT, BALE, FEED ANTA
Attorney at I jaw.
TRANSFER STABLES.
Office, First National Rank Building, Horse
and Mules Bought tnd"Ba
Alubquerque, N. M.
changed.

E. W.

Attorney at

A. MONTOYA

law.

Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque. N. M.

Don't Forget The

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Law.
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
in need of sash, door, trainee
Pensions, Land Patents. Copyrights, etcWhen
Screen work a snedaltv. 4
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
South First street. Telephone 40S,
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.

Thos. F. Keleher

THOS. K. D. MADDISON

Real Estate and Loans. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

DEYOES READT PAIKV
One Gallon Covers 600 Square FeeeT
fALMKTTO ROOF FAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Year.

Attorney-at-La-

Office with W. B. Chllders,
117 West Gold Avenue.

JTAP-A-LA- C.

OCXXXXOCXXXICXXXXXXXXXCIOCXX)

11ARGAINS IN REAL ESTATE
4- - room
brick, modern. 9 2,150
11 room brick modern 10,000
5- rooin frame, modern 2,200
brick, modern 3,200
frame, modern 3,500

408 Wast Railroad Avonaa

INSURANCE

TOTI A ORAOI

--

brick storeroom
1 store building,
good
location
o
ranch, under
ditch
ln.vliig hotel bud- Ilest
ncsg In city, cash..,.
size 25x60

3,000
7,500

160-nrr-

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ba
Grain and Fuel-Fin- e
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public,
Line of Imported Wines Liquors- -)
ana cigars. Place your orders fr
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
this line with us.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 136.
NORTH TH ID WT
llt-lll-1-

6,400
1,800

M. L. SCHUTT
219 South

B. A. SLEYSTER

2nd Stmt

Moat Market

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 West Central Avenue.
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Hsnp
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KlilENWORT
MISCELLANEOUS
Masonic Building, North TUr4
WILLIAM WALLACE

DY

HAIlBY

XPRESi

THIRD STREET

A. E. WALKER

M'CLELLAN

Justice of the Peace, Precinct
No. 12. Notary Public,
Collections.
Office 224 North Second Street.
Reddence 723 North Fourth Street,
Alubquerque, N. M.

pin.

BORDERS,
-

UNDERTAKER.
F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
HOVSn FTTRN1SITERS. NEW A!t
Phone 555. SECONDHAND.
1221 South Walter.
WE BUY HOVB Fill OLD GOODS. S 14 W. GOLD AVU
G. NUUSEN, MANAGER.

A. J. MORELLI

Merchant Tailor
A Criminal Attack.
on an inoffensive citizen Is frequently made in that apparently useless

Clarkville
Coal Yard

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
CLEANED, PRESSED and REPAIRED

103 North rirat Street

AU

T.N. L,INVIIvL,I5

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

CURE the LUNCS

WITH

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

Nov
urn

right.

AND AI

AddretM.

Oenvar, Colo.

KILL the COUGH
AND

Standard

Ming & Heating Co

Dr. King's

Discovery

r "y.?10
OLDS
I THROAT

GUARANTEED
iOH MONEY

1

AND

PRICK
Trtal Bonis

fit

III KG TROUBLES,

SATISFACTORY
UNDED.

kinds of coal and wood.

JOHN S. BEAVEN,
PHONE 4.
ANTHRACITE aU sizes.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
MILLWOOD.
KINDLING.

Plumber

COMPANY

t

BEST TOTJRNOTJT8 IN THE CTT
second Street, between Railroad
Copper Avenue.

DOBSON

TWAIN

PUBLISHING

S'

d

MISS CRANE

If You Want A

S

Styles
PRICES-.LADIE-

TAILORING-An-

oh

NEWS-TIME-

Central, Tel. B2S

AT LOW

little tube called the "appendix." It's
generally the result of protracted
following liver torpor. STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY constipation,
Dr. King's New Life Pills regulate
HcNt Grade of Hour.
the liver, prevent appendicitis, and Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
-establish regular habits of the bow- Everything in market always on hand
els. 2Dc at all dealers.
"TllK ISKSST ALWAYS."
508 W. Central Ave.
Phono 238
If you take DeWitt's Kidney and
Bladder Pills you will get prompt reThe greatest literary sensation of
lief from backache, weak kidneys,
the century, begins exclusive publl
Inflammation of the bladder and
cation In the Illustrated magazine of
A weak's treaturinary troubles.
NEWS-TIME- S
ment for 25 cents. Sold by J. H.
SUNDAY
THE
O'Rlelly.

THE

W.

Up-to-Da- te

LAWYERS

five

north of town $05
Iier acre.
20 acre (rood afixlculnurnl
land. 3 miles north of town AOO
Two Business properties on Gold
avenue at a price that will pay
ten per cent net on Investment.
FOR RENT.
Houses from 2 to S rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.
HiilcN

by
Henry
Mrs.
Recommended
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to 6 inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the

s,

& WITH

30-ac- re

Dr. Vaucaire's
Formula

The people of two continents have
been waiting for Mark Twain's Autobiography on which he has been
engaged for years. Now you have It!
SinsCRIITloV HATES:
The News.
Per Month
$0.75
9.00
I'er Year
Sunday Only, per year
2.50
per year. 1.00
Weekly News-TimeHie Times,
Per Month
$0.45
Per Year
6.20
.65
With Sunday News, per mo..
per
News,
year. . 7.80
With Sunday

MONT. tOB North rirm

Highland Livery

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and 3, Iiarnett Building,
Over O'HIelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 744.
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Office hours, 0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
300 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.

zen office.

ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27

Matteucci

FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER'
A NO REPAIRER

DENTISTS

A corral collar and a cameo
head clasp, between First and
Twelfth street on Central avenue.
Liberal reward if returned to Citi-

MARK

CARDS

-

LOST

Highland Pharmacy and Al
varado Pharmacy

Pe

Homeopathlo

Physician and Surgoon
Occidental Life Pending.
Telephone, 880.
On
Flanoe, Organs
Furniture,
DR. II. Ik lrusr
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WARS
Physician and Surgeon
HOUSE) RECEIPTS, as low as $11
and aa high aa $100.- Loans art Rooms 6 A 7, N. T. Armljo Building.
quickly made and strictly
privets
DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In yeur possession
Physlclnn and Surgeon.
Highland office, 610 South Walter
Our rate are
Call an
street. Phone 10S0.
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the werld.
Homeopathic Physicians
and SurRoom t and 4, Grant Bldg.
geons. Over Vann's Prng Store.
10$ H West Railroad Ave.
Plume, Office and Ren., 628.
PR1TVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

MONEY to LOAN

FOUND

true Galega Extract. Is perfectly
hai mless.
The Vaucaire Formula Is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

MOUNTAIN

WOOD.

rXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
m

ni Jivi v.
OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

DAVIS & ZEARINC
3 03 W. Gold Ave.
rxxxxxxxfe

PERSONAL.

Regal Shoes For Men
has done much to make the
TTTS Recognized Style prestige
Shoe In the world. You cannot ob--

If

M

Regal the best known
tain better or more correct styles at any price not even
" If y0U have your shoes made to order and and cannot approach the style excellence of Itegals in other shoes at
prices. Prove this to yourself by examining our stock.
Regal
the
learners ana oiner
It takes the very best grade orthey
hold tneir snape so per
to make Regal Shoes. That's why
manently and give you the maximum of comfort ana long wear.
It takes also the highest grade or woramansnip moiu put m
Hand workmansnip enters imo
materials together.
.
Q'hape nprfcr f machine
u a no..
t
very pair oi- rcegais, except m nmoo
finished.
more
work Is actually better and

Prices: $3.50 and $4

:

I
1
:

FINE
MATS

mj

sti11 lRemaln

w

A SPECIALTY

iMyjil
THE WAGNER

Plumbers

001 019

' ;

I

208 South Second

HARDWARE
Ul

"

Pantral

'

COB
JEWMLKR

J

ORDER
WORK

T,?

Mls Vera Ornham left yesterday

on the flyer on a pleasure trip to
California.
Louis de Pattl left last night for
Magdalena, where he will spend the
winter.
Lou Hols and Lou
Sehoeneeker
have gone to Faywood Hot Springs,
county,
on
a hunting trip.
Grant
iF. O. 'Bartlett bought a carload of
he bucks shipped here from Utah by
Mr. Miller for breeding purposes.
for the
Oscar Watson, manager
company of
Mutual Life Insurance
New York, Is in the city on a policy
Hflling trip.
George Arnot. manager for Gross,
Kelly & Co., returned home Saturday
night from a visit to his family who
are stopping in California.
J. H. O'HIelly, manager for the Oc
cidental Life Insurance company, returned to the city this morning from
a- business trip to Arizona.
Jo.e E. Chaves and wife, of Helen,
passed through the city this morning
on their way to Denver. Colo., where
they will spend the winter.
D. C. Iabbe. special representa
tive of the Occidental Life Insurance
company, will
for
leave tonight
Phoenix, Ariz., on business.
B
Mr. and Mrs. Howard, of Wlnslow,
Ariz., are in the city on business. Mr.
Howard is connected with the Holmes Supply company of Wlnslow.
O. K. Berry, a clerk at the Goldm
en Rule Dry Goods store,
visited
friends In Helen over Sunday and re
turned to the city this morning.
Dr. F. it. Romero, surgeon for the
Santa Fe Central railway at Estancla,
Is In the city boosting for the Estan
cla valley and transacting business.
James F. Loux, traveling salesman
for the L. B. Putney company, was
jj joined
here lust evening by Mrs.
Loux, who arrived from Allentown,
Penn.
C. E. Lukens, superintendent
g of Rev.
the Children's Home society, re
turned to the city Saturday night
from a trip to the northern part of
the territory.
The closing out sale of Whitney
Company's retail hardware stock is
now. In progress at from 25 to 76 per
cent reduction from regular prices.
You can't afford to miss it.
M. L. Lyons, of the firm of Lyons
& Coggins,
produce dealers In New
Vnpb arrlvail t n rr tha anul tnlnv
and is a guest of W. P. Johnson,
president of the American Lumber
company.
Chas. Chadwlck. of Chas. Chad- wick & Co., returned to the city this
morning fronr Sellgman, Ariz., where
he superintended the shipping of a
tralnload of sheep 'bound for Kansas
for winter fetfdlng.
Donaclano Perea, a brother of Mrs.
Judge Crollett, who has been in the
city since the death of his wife here

-.-

J0SSk
JwLggF

Diamonds,

GO.

Tinners

Lr ffSKL

'"'5hL

JT"5
for Gallup,
they expect to locate permanently.
D. W. C. Merrlam and wife, of
Long lieach. Cat., are at the Alvar- ado, having arrived from the east to
day on the limited. Mr. Merrlam is
a stockholder and one of the legal
advisors for the American Lumber
company.
Dr. II. T. S. Huntington, of Chi
cago, manager of the Chicago-Ame- ri
can Ferrotype company or that place,
Is an Albuquerque visitor.
Dr. Huntington Is in the southwest looking
for a location for a camera factory.
He things Albuquerque will fill the

bill.
W. G. Rogers, the celebrated baritone, who will sing Illustrated songs

at the Crystal, arrived

today from

St. Joseph, Mo., accompanied by Mrs.
Rogers. Mr. and ijlrs. Wag, who
will .be seen in a comedy at the Cry

stal this week, arrtVed
from Pueblo.

THE BEST BAR NOME

Our Great Strength

i

Lies in Our Capacity for Giving

Most Value for the Money

last

night

Railroad Avenue

we eclipse others in the freshness of our

quality, and in thejp
know that our
hut- we
'
VAWVtiVliWV W
patrons recognize us primarily as tne givers 01 rft
good value." Not a bad sort ot reputation,,

25 offerings, in their
SW

high-grad- e

.

"

We are showing a large variety
of the latest styles in

MEN'S OVERCOATS
At $15, $18, $20. $22.50 up to $30

E. L. WASHBURN CO.:

11

There's a right way
and a
right place.
to buy clothes;

Exclusive Opticians

10 South Second St.

Come in; this is the
right .place; and the
right way Is to find
KclialTiier
&
Hart

Done on Premises

EVERY THING

IIO

IN THE JEWELRY LINE

South
Second

riNE

WATCH REPAIRING

Marx name In them.

It's

MURDER

1904-Co-Defe-

to

$28.00
Copyright
Hart Schsffher

ndant

The murder of William Macomber,
the stock raiser whose remains were
found withering away behind a log
on the Manzano mountains In November 1904. will be avenged. Ze- nobla Sanches, the man arrested by
Sheriff Armljo, In the mountains In
southeastern New Mexico, has plead
guilty to the crime, on the advice of
his attorney throwing himself on the
mercy of the court with a plea of
murder In the second degree. San- ches stoutly denieiti his guilt at the
time of his arrest and alter being indicted and brought before the court,
made a plea of not guilty. He today
withdrew his original plea and asks
for mercy at the hands of the court
on a plea of guilty of murder In the
second degree.
The story of the finding of he
moulding remains of William Macomber reads like a tragedy of the
yellow black novel brand. Neighbors
passing the Macomber house, which
was a hut in' a lonely place In the
Manzano mountains, found the door
of the place open. Dogs and cats
around the house were starved and
cattle in the corral gave evidence of
not having had water or feed for
several days. The search for Macomber continued several days without success. Parties went out from
this city to Join In the search, which
was finally given up. The man's
horse, with a saddle and bridle on
it, was found and this confirmed the
belief that Macomber had met with
foul play. Some time after the
search had been given up a native
riding through the wods found the
body beside a log. Suspicion fell
upon Sanches because he and Macomber had had some trouble about
the ownershln
of some cattle. It- Is
. , .

Our Fall stock ot
Overcoats is also complete. Nobby garments
at reasonable iprlces.

1907 by
fcf

Mr

SIMON STERN
Q
Q
Q

0
X
K

--

$22.50

INCR.KASIXO
IX VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 80 PEIl CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE IIUNDIIED DOLLARS
WOHT1I OK SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
THAN THEY CXS BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VAXN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stone.

Crime Committed In Novemj
ber.
Tried In April. 1908

all-wo- ol

all-rig-

Warranted In every
respect as to fabric,
style and make.

ALL THE TIME

OE

here;

clothes;

CONFESSES DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

SANCHES
TO

Ltnst Grinding

::

Quinces
Pears.

Q
Q
C
Q

PTslmnions
Tokay Grapes,
Malaga Grapes

Concord Graix's,
Bananas,
Apples, all Varieties,
Croitliorrios,
lVaclies,
Native Celery,
California Head Lettuce,
Cauliflower.
Tomatoes.

The Central
Avenue Clothier

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North rirtt St.

Q

i

Alt Kinds ot Indian and Mexican Goods. The Cheapest
Plaoe to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Ordere Carefully end Promptly rilled.

cooocxxxxxxooooc

MOVARCII GROCERY OO.
Phone 80. 307 W. Central.
OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

Custom Suits

CHAMPION
Grocery Company

AT THE

Same Price

Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES
Seasonable Fruits and
Vegetables.

Ready Made

J Imported

LUCOA OLIVE OIL

sllailn'grmecau' Sa
f
ches was not arrested until over two
years after the murder.
Xatlvldad Gutierrez, who was In
dicted Jointly with Sanches, w:ll be
tiud April 13, 190S, unless rne cose
should be turther delayed, Gutierrez
Is supposed to have been associated
with sancnes in tne crime.
GLOBE SKI NK PCT
Al'DlENCK TO FLIGHT.
Death of AnimaJ In Summer The.
atro Caused Hasty Flight
Of All Concerned.
21. A Globe
Oct.
31fbe. Ariz..
skunk wandered Into the auditorium
garden
of the summer
theater the
other night, a woman screamed and
the eight hundred persons In the aud
ience leaped from their seats. Women Joined men In clambering over
Policeman M. J.
a high railing.
Kellv. unfamiliar with skunks, at
tempted to catch the animal but re
treated, and standing at a sate distance, opened fire with his revolver
He emntled It. Ibut none of the ehots
took effect. Frank McNabb, one of
the spectators, cornered the skunk
and killed It with a cluo. Then ne
went home by the circuitous route
The management announced to va
cant chairs that the performance was
called off.
DANCK. DIXCK, DANCK AT
II ALL SATl'llDAV NIGHT.
GENTLEMKV BOc. LADIES FREE.

Uhe-o-

Rev. John R. Gaas, D. D., the syn
odical missionary of the Presbyter
lan church, arrived In Albuquerque
Saturday night after an extended
trip to the eastern and northern part
During his absence.
of the territory.
services at
several
he conducted
Texico, organized a church at Clo
vis. assisted at the Installation of
Rev, Warner H. DuBose as pastor of
the church at Tucumcarl and visited
the mining camp at Dawson.
Rev. Samuel Blair, superintendent
of the New Mexico English missions,
arrived in the city ihls morning
o
trom Rwanda where he dedicated FOUND Through The Albuquerque
the Methodist church of that place
Citizen.
yesterday. This Is the first church
to he dedicated In Estancla.
Ilev.
If you ncc furniture, call on Chas.
Hlalr came here to attend the an
i. Hcmwlrr, 317-1- 9 n SouUl tcconu.
which
nual Methodist
conference
will convene here Wednesday.
OOVS AH- NEW FANCY 1HV
Van P. Crlm. dealer In securities, IUVING i:KHY HAY AT MRS. M
left last night on a business trip to V. VIIjK("B.
WKST GOM.
224
Relen.
M ATr.lt I AIj AM) CTAJIl'lAU
KMHHOHIEIUXO.
0
lOCTOU
MoCORMICK. CURES
The Missionary society of the
THE LIOlOU IIAIUT.
Presbyterian church will meet at
the home of Mrs. J. O. Wagner. 523
:oi in:i; attacks women
West Krult avenue on Friday after.AT SUA I K CITY noon at 2:30 o'clock.
o
IXKltillg of Hoiiscm S(omm1 but Thief
You need a pair of our felt slippers or Julletes in order to enjoy
lii Now To lug to W ork, u Holdyour evenings at home to the fullest
up tiume.
They have flexible, belting
extent.
21. The leather soles, look dainty and wear
Silver City, X. M., Oct.
ltlaek. red, green or brown,
thieves who have robbed a large well.
men,
number of Silver City homes In the plain or with fur trimming, for range
Prices
past few months, have now turned women and children.
line from 85c to 11.60. C. May's Shoe
their attention to the hold-u- p
and as a result two attempts to rob Store, 314 West Central avenue.
women have already come to light.
A WANT AD
Costs tut a few cents
Miss Myrtle Fleming, while return
but a few lines In The Citizen will
ing home at an early hour. was
bring you what you want
stopped by a heavy built man with
o
a revolver, but she ran into a neighhousehold good, call on Chas.
For
bor's yard and her screams Beared
I. KcpucUs. 317-- 1 South Stoond.
the bumlar away.
An hour after this attempt the
SAIiK HY ASSIGXF.K.
same robber stopped a young woman
I will sell at public auction all
who was on her way homo from a real
personal property held by
visit to her brother at St. Joseph's mo asanda.signc
of Cliarltn Zelgor at
sanitarium, niul with his revolver at the front door of
the postorlice,
her he. id. demanded her money and
N. M.. at 12 o'clock noon.
rings. As she handed him the valu1007.
further InovciiiIh
4th,
able stones, she manned to drop formation call on or For
addi-cus- ,
them to the ground and at the same 11. Moore. Assignee, Hoom , Frank
liar
time screamed. The man ran and a nctt lluildlng, Albuquerque, N. M.
half hour later her rings were found
here he dropped them.
Sptscrlbe for Th1 Cltlxen and get
news.
the
The man with Uio merry heart
brings
Ho
coining.
Take Hewitt's Mule Early Pills.
lloti llurilelto Is
his ouu medicine wlili hlin and pro- - Sold by J. H. O'ltielly.
o
MTtbc4 for Uio heavy heart. Hear
Clias. Ii. Kep
Furniture) repairs.
hlin Tuesday evening at the oer
817-1- 9
South,
pt'lor,
Second.
house ou Handles."

HroprietorB
W. Tiler
Phone
me

5
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PERRY
119 South Second

C. G.

f
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wasmavavs

Hardware
Ranch Supplies

Stoves
and

and

Ranges

Give Us a Call and Look Over Our Li

WHITNEY
COMPANY
Wholesale cxtnd Vi.&tcil
Hardware

tll

jSTrue,

We

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Rroporly ritted
Qlaaeea Consult u.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
1

OOTOBKIt 21, 1907.

The
Right
"Weigh"

DIAMOND PALACE

Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

ping.

--

M

William Mcintosh Is In the city
from Estanola.
Mrs. J. E. Saint Is expected horns
this evening from Denver.
II. A. Peters, of Cerrlllos, Is In the
city on a business trip.
U. C. Martin, of Las Truces, Is registered at the Savoy hotel.
Attorney It. II. Manna Is In the
city from Santa Fe on business.
U. 8. Marshal Foraker left last
night for El Paso on otticlal business
Miss Edith Rberly, of Itaton, N.
M., Is registered at the Grand Cen
tral.
(Mrs. J. E. Smith.
of Adamana,
Arlx., Is In the city visiting and shop-
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MILLER
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MINE AND MILL
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HOME COMEORT

t and

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS

SHEET METAL

iCOOK STOVES

WORKERS

HEATING STOVES

SPORTING
ENAMEL

f

7

GOODS

and

and

AMMUNITION

TINWAREj

.
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